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PREFACE 
Since I started teaching school eight years ago, I have 
become more conscious, as the years pass, of a definite and 
growing need of supervision for teachers. 
Supervision is a. phase of school work which took a hold 
upon me, ectrly in my teaching experience and has become more 
__ ___,__a_s_c_inating to me as I have studied and wor1,ed with it. 
The aspect of sunervision that is particularly challeng-
ing to me is the oroblern of the present day. Our curricula 
have bben so constructed, interoreted and planned thst a high 
degree of integration and correlati:m ah'JUld result, b<Oth ver-
tically and horizontally. To res.lize these a .. ims, teilchers 
must have a great many ccmferences, both in grouns and il~.­
cli vidually with the supervisor, who is usuall.y the prino.i ·,al 
of the school. 
The conf,rences are needed not only to discuss the uoss-
ibilities 'Jf integration and correlation, but to teach m:·.ny 
of the teachers methods, objectives, devices, and proj '"eta 
for teaching the modern courses of studies most effectively. 
Ideally, the nrincipal should have time to malce f:•e-
quent and regular classroom visitations, to ascertain. u.t 
first-hand the degree of success each teacher is achieving 
and the types of obstacles the class and teacher are meet-
ing in the learning cmd teaching oroceases. Dr. dub'berley 
esti1n·t.ted that 11with a good clerk on the one hand and a. 
principal who knows how to use heloers on the other, the · 
' I 
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principal ought on an e.•~,,rap;e ·co give sixty per cent of the 
time school is ln session to supervisor work 11 ,1 
Unfortunately, too many schools s,re on a so-called "econ-
omy orogram 11 • so the prinoioals of tile schools have been f'lrced 
away from the most important work they are supposed to do, 1. 
e. imnrove the school efficiency, especially by imDroving the 
efficiency o:f the te,l.chers. They ha•Je been removed from su-
pervising the school to take the place of a classroom teacher. 
Dr, Cubberley states "To this end he must reduce his 
office work cmd eo )nomize his time, that he may be found as 
much as possible during school hours in the classrooms of his 
school. He should at all times know what his school is doing, 
be able to determine accurately the efficiency of the instruc-
tion given in it, --and get real team work out of his teach-
era by coordinating their work." 2 
No conscientious, wide ''Wctke principal, who is forced 
back into the classroom routine, is willing to fold his hands 
and try to shun the responsibilities of helping his teachers 
with their ever increasing tecwhing load and problems. 
It is, therefore, very evident that there is an increas-
ing need for a supervisor to help his teachers, and, since the 
time of ma.ny prinoips.ls is taken up in -:>art or entirely with 
classroom teaching, there is only one way to solve the problem. 
1 Ellwood P. Cubberley, The Principal and His School, 192. 
2 Ibid., 43. 
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Certainly the "newer is a new technique of aupervisi::m, 
which c·'n be administered without class visi.tations by the 
principal; and which will require the minimUill of the teach-
era' and principal's time. 
This oroblem is of such uaramount importance to public 
educatiDn I have prepared the following thesis concerning it 
and I have endeavored to show how suoervision can be carried 
on by the conference method, as is the practice in the !'!Chool 
of which I am principal and three-fourths' time teacher. 
This thesis is a relatively personc;.l :reoort, it is based 
on actual experiences in most cases. Naturally, marks of 
identification have been substituted to make the thesis as im-
personal as possible. 
The purpose of the author is to give the ree.der definite 
principles, ideas and constructive examples of how suoervisiom 
can be conducted to a creditable degree of success, by the 
conference method. 
Real or likely discussions have been used to make the 
thesis ring true and be practical. The ideas should be of 
greater use to the reader, because of their purely theor• 
etical nature. 
I wish to acknowledge my appreciation to my District 
Superintendent and fellow-teachers, who have patiently 
carried-on with their work and have co-operated so whole-
he3rtedly during the years of the depression and this plan 
of supervision. 
Appreciation is also extended to my wife for her suggest-
ions, criticisms and t:tte sketch and diagram. 
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IHTRODUC'r!0N 
The influence of su:.>ervision in any org~nization cannot 
be over-rated. Indeed there will be little organization with-
out supervision. Certainly the official who is charged with 
the duties of co-ordinating the various denartments ofa school 
and with integrating the several units of study, verti0'3.lly 
and horizontally, so as to develop them into a continuous edu-
ca.tional process, is a supervisor. This person is responsible 
for the standard. of efficiency, the amount and quality of pro;_ 
ducti>n or development that is accomnlished in his school. 
The most com;'lon tyJ)e of su··ervisor is the building super-
visor or p:rinoipa.l. He is held directly responsible for the 
activities and condition of his school. He is the logical 
supervisor because he is better acquainted with the teachers 
and the pupils, nncl. the genera.l wor1<ing conditions th·,,n any 
other official of the school system. 
Superintendents generally have tended to centralise res-
ponsibility for education ··1 nrogress with their principals, 
and the prime test of competency of an elementary school prin-
cipal, in our best school systems, has come to be his a.bility 
to extend helpful and ccmstructive assistance to his teachers.l 
Usually,-it is only the principals of the l<'l.rge city ele-
ment~ry schools who are relieved of clas~:room teaching. Many 
principals of smaller and rural elementary schools teach most 
or a.ll of the school day. These princinals must either trust 
1 Ellwood P. Cubberley, "Preface Editor", 
Cbrenae R. Stone, Supervision of the Elementary School 
~~~- ---
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to good :f' or tune tha.t their teachers can get along somehow with-
out supervision or the supervision must be done in the small 
fraction of the day not consumed in teaching and after school. 
This is especially true since the depression of 1929. 
There were 2255 public elementary principals employed in 
Cqlifornia in 1932-33, o:f' these 1282 were employed in schools 
o:f' 5 teachers or more requiring administrative credentials. 
51.33 per cent of the tot 1 603 princi -.ala reoorted full 
time to devote to the administrative and sunervisory respon-
sibilities of the nrincinc>.lshin. 27.07 per cent reuorted 
part-time reo:ponsibilities as classroom teachers and 21.6 per 
cent have full•time teaching responsibilities. 
Class A 
B 
Q 
D 
E 
Totals 
Distributi~n of Teaching and Non-Teaching 
Principalships. 
Number of Number of Number of 
Non-Teach- Per Part-Time Per Full Time 
ing Prinoi- cent Teaching cent Teaching 
pals Princi- Princi-
tsa t3~.~ pals I5 '7.~ 12als 5 
41 49.4 28 33.7 14 
37 30 40 32.6 46 
60 46.9 48 37.5 20 
3 3.7 32 40. 45 
3Q(:l 51.33 r~3 'A7.o7 !30 
ClA.SS A More than 10,000 uuoils 
B 3000-9,999 pupils· · 
c 1000-2,999 Pupils 
D 300-999 puoils 
E Less than 300 punils 
Amount of Teaching by Part '!'i ·::e Te1tching "rincip:c<ls. 
Per 
cent 
2.7 
Ts.9 
37.4 
15.8 
56.3 
21.~ 
or the 163 principals reporting part time teaching, two 
did not report the specific number of hours of teaching. Of 
the 161 reports completed on this item 32 or 19.9 per cent 
xi 
reported teaching 5 clock hours per week; 40 or 24.8 per 
cent 5 - 10 clock h')urs oer week; 47 or 29.8 per cent 11-15 
clock hours per week; 22 or 13.6 ··er cent 16-20 clock hours per 
week; and 20 or 12.5 per cent 21-25 clock hours per week. 
Estimating a school week as 30 clock hours, more than 26 per 
cent of these princinals were engaged in half time or more 
teaching duties. 
Amount of '!'eaching By Part Time Teaching Principals 
Number of Number of Clock Hours Per week 
Part-Time Less 5-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 
Teaching than 
PrinciJ2als 5 
Class A 4 2 s 4 
B 28 8 2 12 5 1 
c 39 2 9 18 3 7 
D 48 !4 13 9 'J 5 
E 32 13 8 4 ? ? 
Totals !131 32 40 4'/ ;;J2 20 
Thus, we ·re confrJnted with the increa.singly important 
problem of sunervision on a sch"dule of disproportionately de-
creasing amount of time in which to do that work. 
Supervising teachers by the conference method is a tech-
nique which needs a high degree of reciprocity in the rela-
tionships between the principal and his teachers and among 
the teachers. It is worked on the theory that teachers a.re 
confidential and frank, and that the prinoinal convinces them 
that he wishes to work out their difficulties with them, in a 
democratic, constructive manner. 
Naturally • the princi(·al must be one who can demand and 
keep the respect of his teachers, by his professional manner 
and actions, his good judgment and his ability to help his 
teachers overcome their problems. 
x11 
There have been many books written on supervision and 
they have had an invaluable influence on. th~ improvement of 
instruction. They differ from this report considere.bly be-
cause they, :for the most part, diseuse supervision from the 
classroom visitation aspect while this discourse is from the 
very liuli ted or non-visitation aspect. 
Thus, the suoervisiori is to be centered around confer-
ences, which are to be divided into three main classes accord-
ing to their personnel and nature of discussion. 
These types of conferences e.re: 
The general or building conference, which involves all 
teachers for a discussion of any problem common to the whole 
school. 
The group or subject teachers 1 conference, which is in-
tended for the teachers of a given sub j eat or p~rade, changes 
its ners onnel from time to ti ae just as the rea.son for meeting 
changes. 
The individual conference is intended for the individual 
teacher and the supervisor, to work out the problems that are 
peculiar to that particulAr tea.cher or class. 
Honorable Vierling Kersey, Superintendent of Public In-
struction of California, has said that the "hot spot" of edu-
cation is the contact between the teacher and the pupil. It 
can just as well be said that the "hot spot" of the conference 
method of supervision is the contact between the sunervisor 
and the individual teacher. 
The school in which this experiment in supervision by the 
conference method is being conducted is a school of about four 
x111 
hundred eighty pupils. There are about eighty pupils in the 
two fourth grade ciasaes and approximately one hundred pupils 
in each of the four upper grades, including t.he adjustment 
room. 
The fifth and siJCth grDdes are administered a.s a unit. 
They have five homeroom teachers who are also departmental 
instructors, who work on a modified den8:rtmental-platoon plan. 
The day is divided into eight forty minute peri,ds, six 
gated into homogeneous groups. The other two periods are used 
for such activities as he$1th development, clubs, orchestras, 
remedial classes and study periods. These two periods have a 
great tendency to make naturnl homogeneous groupings, although 
there is no such nrbitrary segregations made by the te:whers 
except in nicking the puoils for remedial 1"Tork. Uatur:).lly the 
musical students will tend to take up orchestra work, for ex-
ample, whi 1.e the weaker students ~rill fall into remediEtl 
classes and study neriods. 
Each of these teachers is a homeroom teacher for the 
first period in the marninr, and in additian teaches her home-
room class one other neriod in the day. For the remainder of 
the day, each teacher is a departmental or special teEl.cher 
for the other classes of the two grades. 
The seventh and eighth e;rades are another unit. They 
operate on the same general pbn as the fifth and sixth 
grades. 
Their nrogram is much more -l.ibers.l in the number of 
courses of elective worl< offered them. They have twenty-five 
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per cent of the day for special remedial classes of English, 
Readinp;, Uathematics and Social Science, required Music, and 
elective cc>urses, A pupil who does not need remedial classes 
may have u:1 to ei;ht elective club periods a week, although 
most students take fewer clubs so that they may have some 
study and library periods. 
As in the lower grades l;lle pnpi ls are grouped for all 
academic classes according to ability, while the other two 
---p-e-x1~~d-s-a-r-e~f-r-e-e-f-r-om-s-u-oh-d-1-v-1-s-i-·3ns--.-AS-i-n-t-1-le-law-er-g-r-ade-I!Ois-----~ 
the gro,oings for these elective periods are ra:her definite 
because of t11e types of vrork 'md ability required in each of 
the activities, 
There are five homeroom teachers for the upper gr~.de pu-
pils, and the princinal who teaches six of the eight neriods. 
There are also a teacher for the school adjustment room and a 
half-time orchestra teacher. 
The personnel set-up is working very satisfactorily ma.in-
ly because of the fine spirit of co-operation and the pRrticu-
lar qualifications of the members of the teaching staff, Af-
ter all, no set-up or piece of administrative machinery will 
function efficiently without the right type of oersonalities 
to make up its personnel. 
Our supervisory program is briefly as follows: 
The District Superintendent is the general overseer; he 
calls system meetings from time to time, as the need arises, 
and he leads the faculty in research work and curriculumre-
vision. 
He also visits classes and has a regular, scheduled .pro-
XV 
gram for individual conferences of fifteen minutes with each 
te~oher each week. These conferences are of proven benefit 
to both the teacher a.nd the school. Many cla.sE! and subject 
problems are studied in this manner, many cases are studied 
and so developed that the number of problem oases in our 
school has been reduced to almost none.1 
The supervising activities of the principal consist of 
scheduled building and grou-p Mnferences, usually one meeting 
ach-!!cn'!da-y-~.f-te-r-e-ohoD~• The general meetings are held much 
more frequently than the group type of meetings. Uost of the 
group meetings are held in the early fall for integration pur-
poses and in the late soring to make plans for the new year. 
Otbers are called occasionally when a real need is felt by 
same of the teachers or the principal. 
The individual conferences of the teachers and the prin-
cipal are not scheduled, as a general rule, although some-
times a teacher and the princinal mi'Lke an appointment far a 
longer conference. Usually the in<lividue.l conferences are 
held any place on the school grounds or in the buildings; 
however, the office and the teacher's classroom are the most 
common places. As should be expected, the discussions are 
"lfery informal, and the .teacher iS encouraged to make the 
meeting a discussion and an exchange of i.deaa rather than a 
monologue by ei thel' party. 
The topics of discussion of these meetings range :from 
e"lteryday school matters as supplies, class procedures or 
1 See Conference Evaluation Survey, Chapter 7. 
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discipline, to professionA.l books and magazine articles, or 
what summer school courses should be most beneficial to the 
teacher. 
The principa.l is in charge of the general administration 
of the school. He also aids and supplements. the superintend-
ent in his supervising program, as the testing program, pupil 
adjustments, and school olnnning.1 
The principal is in charge of the discipline of the school, 
It is his duty to supervise the attendance, the general 
health of the oupils, supplemented by the teachers, and to 
co-ordinate these departments with the County School Attend-
ance Department and the Public Health Department, respective-
ly. 
1 For a detailed account of the Principal's duties see 
1 
CHAPTER I 
THE GENERAL OR BUILDING CONFERE}TCE · 
The general or building conference is that tyoe of meet-
that is ca.lled by the principal to discuss some nroblem that 
concerns all of the teachers in the building. 
This type of meeting is divided into two main divisions, 
he administrative and the supervisory. 
The orincioal aims to carefully distinguish between these 
two divisions ancl.. to see that his teachers also are aware of 
the differences, so that the objectives of the two will not be 
confused, 
The first meeting of the administrative type is always 
held the Saturday morning before school onens for the fall 
semester. It is s.n orgtmization meeting, in which the pro.::·ram 
is expl<'.ined in general, cla.ss :1.nd tea.ching assignments are 
made, such V'lriati.Jns in the ·.·rogram as the weekly assembly 
are discussed, general ideas of the remedii:ll classes are ex-
plained, required an<'' elective clubs are distinguished be-
tween, bus regulations ;3.re given out, anrJ general school and 
Board of Trustees' regulat i ms are also included in the bulletin. 
Other general meetings of the administrative tyne include such 
toJ:>ics for discussion as discipline, standardizing geades, 
routine work on organization and M.ministrative problems, 
whs.t do our boys and girls clo outside of school hours, making 
soecial school occasions profi ta.ble, health, factors which 
influence the progressof our children, devices for interesting 
2 
careless and indifferent pupils, best methods of handling the 
writtenv.ork of pupils, and forming ideals and ambitions.l 
We have planned our general meetings on general principles 
which are very well summed up in the following manner: 
1. The topic should be a live one, with which the group 
involved is vitally concerned. 
2. Provision should be made for expression of opinion 
from the audience. 
3. The meeting should be in charge of a sunervisor or 
outside speaker who is not only an expert on the sub-ject under discussion but who is also gifted with the 
o11;rer of popular exposition. 
4. The meeting must be thoroughly plannedia:Od admi~s­
tered. 
5. Meetings must not be u8ed for routine purposes that 
can be nisposed of otherwise. 
6. An outline of the2topic for discussion should be posted in advance. 
The principal attemnts to have the meetings of which he 
is the ma.in speaker so well planned ana nrepared that he is 
willing to howe his teachers use it as a dem•nstration of 
classroom procedure, as to evidence of preoaration, organiza-
tion, presentation, and summ•,•ry. 
General meetings of the supervisory tyne are called to 
discuss practical classroom teaching problems as, the im-
pr.wement of teaching, cla.ssroom procedures, types ",f teach-
ing, the drill lesson, the inductive lesson, the deductive 
lesson for appreciation, atinmla.ting thinking, the review 
lesson, attention and thinking, the recitation lesson, super-
vised study or habit forr.latic)n. 
At the berdnning of the school year the Principal has at 
1 Ellwood P. Cubberley, The Principal and His School, 522-23. 
2 William H. Burton, Supervision and Improvement of Instruct-
!.Q.n., 335-26. 
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least two vi tal series of topics in ::·;ind. This is the vpy of 
pla.nning for sunervision by the oonf ··renee method on the long 
term basis. These topics are along lines that will make a 
definite contribution to the school as improvement of instruc-
tion, better spirit, or curriculum revision. 
Ei!.rly in the school ye:)l." these suggested series are pres-
ented to the faculty fn their considera.tion. Usually the 
teachers choose the tonic of first choice of the principal be-
cause he presents the topics in terms of definite needs and 
benefits t9 be derived from the study of the particular prob-
lems suggested. 
By planning meetings on the series plan the principal is 
ab1e to devAlop much keener interest, m-~re th·,')rough research, 
and better results, as measured in terms of teaching improve-
ment, than he can by using a set of unrelated single meeting 
t·.mics. 
The leader of the meeting tries to sense the moment that 
interest begins to wane in a series of tonics, and if he can-
not re<."levelop the inter,o,st of the group, he ha8tens to the 
end of the series. 
The teachers usually enjoy working and s:->ending some time 
in research and conferences when they see they are getting def-
inite benefits from their time and effort. 
Although it is usually the best plan for the principal to 
do the leading for the meetings in which there is not outside· 
speaker, so that he can control the trend of thinking and the 
discussion; it is well to have the teachers act as chairmen 
.-=-~~~--- ---
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for outside speakers. This adds to the V2.riety and better re-
sults are obtained as it tends to keep a feeling of teachers' 
meeting rather than principal's meeting, which is an unfortun-
ate and too common attitude found in m:my schools. 
Curriculum revision is a very valuable undertaking for a 
school to participate in. We are not too large a group to join 
our entier attention and eff0rts on a course of study of a sin-
gle subject and it is a wholesome situation to have all teach-
era thinking in terms of a single subject for a term or a year. 
It ie especially beneficial to the teachers of other dep,Jrt-
ments to think of a different departm<'nt 1s subject, itS Prob-
lems, values, and the possibilities of integration. 
During 1932-33 this section of the county met e,t this 
j 
school and worked on the revision of the course of study in 
Social Science for the elementary schools. One night each 
month an expert from one of the st,-,Jte Teachers I Colleges met 
with us and stimulated thinking and suggested problems. Two 
weeks 1-)ter in each month, we met; under 'he leadership of the 
District Superintenclent and discussed the problems in the 
light of our research and experience. 
The results are proving very satisfactory. A new course 
was adopted which combined history, geography and civics. That 
alone was very worthwhile, but much more good was done than 
that; teachers took a new interest in the field of social sci-
ence, they saw greater possibilities of vitalizing the work, 
I 
and new integrating opportunities that put new life into the 
school work this year in most or all of the departments. 
5 
This year the teachers expressed a preference for a sim-
ilar study in Reading. We therefore took it up, as all of us 
felt a need for the study. we have met in the afternoons and 
have had some interesting reports made by teachers· from methods 
books they read and their experiences in the field of Reading. 
In addition we have invited supervisors of reading to come 
and discuss various phases of the work with us. These meet-
ings have been very well received because the teachers appre-
ciate hearing the actual experiences of others rather than too 
much theory. 
There is an inexhaustible field of valuable topics for 
study, and any topic can and many should be repeated every 
year or two. By doint this all teachers will be kept better 
informed on the most up-to-date and the most scientific methods 
and nrocedures. 
Some of the fields that we have.discussed or studied and 
that are tynical topics for discussion are t opios in the field 
of methods, as project method, problem method, socializing the 
recitation, inductive and deductive teaching; the objectives 
of educat i :m; the nature of learning (mastery formula); the 
nature of teaching, inferior an:1 suyJerior teachers, (self-
rating charts); the elementary puni:j.; discipline, individual 
differences and how they affect learning and teaching; teach-. 
ing how to study, supervised study; the assignment, the lesson 
plan;· questioning as a teaching technique; drill and reviews 
e.e teaohinr, techniques; illustrations and demonstrations. as 
. . ' . 
teaching techniques; measuring puoil progress; interpreting .. · 
I 
I 
i 
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grades and translating grades; adjusting the problem pupil, 
eto. 
Every effort is made to o,re for all matters of routine 
and administration by the bulletin board that are possible. 
Some administrative problems that we work out more effective-
ly in meetings a.re: extra-curricular activities, puoil ad• 
justment nrinciples and methods of standardization, class and 
school routines as ten-minute homeroom activities., physical 
conditions of the room as temperature and ventilation, humid-
ity, lighting, appea.rance of the room, seating, passing of. 
pupils and materials, keeping of registers, records and grades, 
receiving, storing and issuing books and supplies, discinline, 
and the daily schedule of classes and the pu_i;Jile • schedule'!' 
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CHAPTER II 
FOUR BUILDING OR GENERAL CONF~RENCES 
These conferences are n•)t stenogr·ophic but reproduced as 
a.ccure.tely as the authc)r 1 s memory was capable of serving, from 
conferences during his experience as principal and supervisor. 
I 
The Organization Conference 
The first conference of the year should be held a day or 
so before the first day of school. 
This is one of the most important of the building confer-
ences; its value and influence C"·n hardly be over-estimated. 
In reality its importance is too often under~"Valued., in some 
schools, to the degree that teachers send in last minute tel-
egrams of regret that they cannot arrive in time to attend 
the meeting. 
Perhaps this is partly due to poor and worthless meetings 
of previous years, conducted by the princinal and attended by 
that type of teacher. A princinal who alw.-ys has a well 
planned opening meeting that proves interesting and beneficial 
to the teachers need never worry about attendance. 
We have a definite list of topics planned and prepared 
for this meeting. The to,ics discussed are of the important 
tyve and of such nature that they need the consideration of 
all tea.chers before school convenes. 
The following discourse is a typical meeting of this 
type; 
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Princioal: "Good-mDrning, fellow-teachers. From your 
a.opeara.nces you have all enjoyed a fine vacs.ti n this summer 
and you are now anxi:m(.l to st8.rt a new year of school work. 
r trust this will be a new yAar to all of ·.,a. Too. often we 
find school people who claim they have ten or twenty years of 
school expe1·ience who really have only one year's experience, 
repeated nine or nineteen times. 
11 Perha0s Y•:JU have all met the two ladies who are to be 
fellow-teachers with us this vear_._!_llm_hc~tu::ly_,_ho_w_eJT_er_,_t_o, ______ _ 
formally r;resent )!iss A. 8.nd !'iss B. at this time. Hiss A, 
is to teach one :-f the fourth grades a.nd ;·iss B. is to teach 
Eng ish and be the director of the Hewspaper Club in the 
upper grs.des. 
"Will you other folk nleas rise, introduce y::>urselves 
and t dl 1-rhr:tt subjects and gra.des you teach? 
11 Now that we are all acq•,ainte<l, I think we should get 
right down to business, for we all are here f::·r that very 
reason. We shall keep the same gener8l philosophy of et1'.\CR-
tion as we had last year, an(l >ve iovill ''i'Ork to apply that 
phiJ.osoohy in more si tua.tions and apply it more accurately 
than ever. 
11 For the sake :Jf our new menhers and to give a good 
demonstrat i ~>n of how we should review important details 
learned the past year, with ou.r classes, it will be well to 
discuss briefly our nhilosonhy of education. 
11 We are developing this philoso-hy and adopting it as a 
guiding principle in all that we do. Too many.sohools work 
hard but hs.ve 1i ttle progress to show for all of their 
efforts, They lack a good working nhilosophy and the result 
is misdirected energy, we.ste motion, and "roje,cts that are 
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not 1ntegr·,ted or correlated with their work as a whole, We 
call 1 t philosophy that they lack, that unifying aml stabililil-
ing qual1.ty or force, w1th(Jut which, little of value is acc-
omolishe:.1, 
"'llith:mt a r·hilosonhy ":b,e results of effort are a.n nssort-
ment of miscells.neous accomplishments, which are unimpressive 
to the puoils anJ to the faculty. With a guiding, cen raiiz-
ing force, our efforts are focused by the tyue of objectives 
and goals 1'1e aim to achieve and even our methods are much im-
proved because of t·:l.e extre. zeal with which everyone partici-
11 0ur particular philosonhj• is built around the o::rinciple 
of democracy, We believe each and every tmnil should be giv-
"n an equc'l opnortunity to develop himself, m:::>rally, men':~•.lly, 
physically. and socially. Our pLm, therefore, aims to estab-
lish a democratic emrir mment for the pu:Jils. This plan is in 
operati :on from the Superin·~endent 1 a Office throur·11 the c1ass-
room. 
"Let me tal-:e this as an illustration: The Superintendent 
is the Chief Executive of the Schools. He is responsible for 
the schools. He delegates certain of the responsibilities o:f 
each school to the princinal. Toi.,etner the two work out any 
problem that demands the attention of both. 
"The principal, in turn, deleg"tes the duties and res-
ponsibilities of the classroom to the teacher, with the 
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understanding that he is hap0y to be of Meist•mce to the 
teacher at any time and in any w·,y, In other. words, the prin-
cipal wants the teacher to look upon his as a fellow-teacher, 
who is esuecially interested in d.eveloping the efficiency of 
each teacher and her puuils. He is happy to be of service to 
the teacher, anc1 likes t0 work ont her nroblems with her, not 
for her. 
"Similarly, the teacher helns the class to work our the 
class problems. You see, we should succeed--in-r.e-~rcrhtn";-der:ro------­
cracy when we are living :md working in such a democratic en-
vironment. 
"We further aid the nrinciple (Jf eC!u1\l educ:1t i mal opnor-
tunities for all, OY g'l'OUtl:l.Jli} the puoils into homogen80UI·) · 
groups for all academic work but not so dividing them fo.t· 
their elective work. 
11We believe, also, ~hc•.t school is life, not just nl'i70ar-
ati. :n for life. We the ref .1re have aimed to make the sclNol 
atmosphere enjoyable and life-like, a.nd have done everything 
nossible to remove everything !lrtificii'll or unnc1tural. 
"The Student Body organization is also founded upon demo-
cratic principles. The Student Council does a good deal in 
the way of fostering anrl maintaining a find school spiri 1; 
among the nupi ls, through their student nort1cinP-.ting 
government. 
"The seven Ca.rdinal P:rincinles of educati'•n are so baste 
to our philoso,-,hy, that to 0nalyze them ifl to get to the very 
core of our program. 
"I shall not dwell longer on this, ·this mwning; we .shall 
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discuss it more later, I wish now to distribute these bulle-
tins which you will see contain many important rules and de-
tails you will be interested in. The first secti0n deals 
with such routines, as attendance taking,.excuses and flag 
sa.lute, Part two deals with school regulations, such as, 
that parents ma.y visit school, but must have their confer-
ences with the teachers out of class hours, etc. Part three 
deals with making requisitions for such things as supnlies, 
-------
supplementary materials, or maps, 
11 Here is also a copy of the student body constitution and 
the merit system. Please review this as there have been some 
amendments made in it. 
"The next item this morning, is the matter of noon super-
vision. Three teachers take care of this work each wee1,, The 
ones who supervise the girls' lunchrooms, have the girls take 
turns sweeping up the crumbs, and empty the wastebaskets. 
Lock the doors and thel,l supervise their playground untfl one. 
o 1 clock. The teachers. who sign up for the boys have corres-
ponding duties to perform. The teachers who oversee the hot 
chocolate and graham cracker room have no cleaning to care 
for. · They watch the corridors and supplement the student 
officers with the corridor traffic. 
"A bell rings at twelve-fifteen which is the signal for 
those who have finished .their lunch to be excused. Each pu-
. pil must olean the crumbs from his. seat and desk before he 
leaves. Get a list of the lunchers and assign them to the 
olean-up committee, by pairs. 
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"Which three of you will start us off, next week? Fine, 
I '11 post this form on the bulletin board and ,you please fill 
in your na~es as you wish to team up. We will complete a cy-
cle of turns each five weeks <md then will repeat the cycle. 
"Is Monday a;fternoon your choice again this year for 
teao'qerst meetings? Are there any reasons why we should :not 
meet then? All right then, please awe Mondays for meetings. 
We won't meet every week, perhaps, but it is best to reserve 
~-'---~---'-
the day. 
"If there is no general meeting planned, a notice to that 
effect will be posted on Friday preceding and the teachers who 
are to meet for a group conference will be requested to come. 
"'fne Superintendent plans to continue 
i'erences with you this year. · These meetings ha.ve been very 
beneficial and afford an ideal opportunity to iron out problems 
and give aid in other ways in your work.l 
"You are expected to meet with him one fifteen minute 
period a week before nine o'clock in the morning. If any of 
you cannot possibly do that please write in your name for 
Tuesday afternoon. He much prefers the mornings, h::1vever, and 
will apprecbte it 1:f' you will schedule your time to meet this 
request. I will start this form, please fill it in by signing 
for the day and hour of your choice. 
"Now we are ready to assign you y)ur homerooms and home-
:toom classes. As homeroom teacher, you sho-Jld familiuize 
1 See results of Conference Eva.luatbn Survey, Chapter 7. 
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yourself with all of y:)ur duties. They axe well developed in 
the "Homeroom Teacher's Duties" of the Guidance manuals.l 
"These papers that .,,re being distributed now include your 
teaching schedule and a schedule of classes to which you are to 
send your homeroom class. You will also see the electives, 
Oroheatras, and remedial classes scheduled. Please co~y the 
program on the board where it is to be left for two weeks. This 
lot of nervous energy during the try-out period. 
"Give each seventh and eighth grader a program sheet· unon 
which he is to plan his activities for the two elective periods 
each day. In two weeks we shall have these pupils prepare a 
cooy for the homeroom teacher and one for the office. 
"Now, have you any questions?" 
Teacher: 11 Do the pupils come to the Auditorium Monday 
morning? 11 
Principal: "Yea, we will all come to the Auditorium at 
nine o'clock Monday. We can get straightened out faster that 
way. 
"If there are no other questions, the meeting is adjourned. 
Please take your sme1ll package of supplies with you. I shall 
be in the building the rest of the day, if you wish to see me." 
l See pages 64-65. 
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II 
~mASURING AND RATING THE PROGRESS OF PUPILS 
:Principal.: "Measuring the progress pupils make in their 
school work is one of the most difficult tasks expected of 
teachers. The reasons for this are several. The m~thods used 
are numerous and many are very unsatisfactory to both the 
teacher a.nd the class. 
"The causes or reasons for testing can be summed up as 
follows: 
1. "Tests are given to stimulate study. This often sets 
up the wrong incentive for learning. It makes learning Rrtifi-
oial l!lnd superficial. Then too, many nupils become nervous as 
a result of worrying about tests, as in European Universities. 
The feeling of failure is too often intensified in the weaker 
s'tudents as a result of frequent tests. Passing grades should 
not be ends in themselves but means to an end. 
2. "Tests are administered to measure the amount of teach-
ing and the 9mount of learning that is being done. Teachers 
always want to know how well each is taking place. Testing for 
these reasons is justified and is necessary for efficient class 
work. 
3. "Testing for diagnosis is becoming more popular each 
year. The reason for this comparatively rapidly growing pop-
ularity is due to the relatively recent scientific knowledge 
of the learning processes and the importance of knowing the 
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narticular difficulties before they can be remedied, We now 
know that there are certain responses to certain stimuli, that 
individual differences play an imPortant nart in the speed and 
quality of the punils' abilities to learn, and that all do not 
learn by the same methods of teaching. 
4, "Grade placement is the fourth main rea.son for giving 
tests, Something in black and white seems to be much more 
S''tisfying to both the home and the ~ohool, as a basis for a 
grade or promotion than any other method. This is the most com-
mon reason for giving tests and really includes the first three. 
11 Since testing plays such a big nart in our school work, 
the wise thing for us to do is to improve our technique of 
tJ,f'sting to the point that testa will be truly valur1ble in ass~ 
isting the teacher in better analyzing and developing the child. 
11 When we develop the testing and teaching program to that 
neak of efficiency, puuils will gladly submit themselves to 
the tests, with the reali zati en that they should benefit from 
the teaching that will follow the revelatbns of the test. 
"The princiual types of tests at the present time are: 
oral, eses .. y, informal objecti-ve, and standardized or formal 
objective tests. 
"Until comparatively recent years the oral type was the 
rnost commonly used test. One of ita ma.in faults is tha.t it 
requires tc•o much time to administer it. 
"Horace Hann objected to oral examinations as long ago as 
1845 because of the time required for giving them. He advocated 
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written lessons a.s a time-sever .1 
"More modern educ:J.tors are contending that objective tests 
have the same advantage over essay tests tbc,t Mr. Mann argued 
essay teats had over oral examinations. 
"Although essay testa have such advantages as affording 
opportunity for development of individuality through express~ 
ion, organization and hand-writing, theae ouportunities oan be 
developed in other ways, as preparing reports and essays. 
"Some of the gre'ltest objections to ess,"y-type tes'Ca are: 
the time consumed in taking them ancl. cr,rreoting them, the un-
fairness of them because of the subjective influences on the 
corrector as, handwriting, pun1ls 1 use of teacher's or test's 
expressions. fluency of expression, neatness, an<I the 
grade is unreliable ~ecause of the lnck of 0bjective bases. 
"One who h7.S attempted to correct a set of essay type 
tests is aware of the difficulty in being fair to E~.ll of the 
puoils. The difficulties are due to the fact that all do not 
express themselves identically and those mote gifted in voaab-
ulary, legible writing, repeatinf; sone of the book's or teach-
er's favorite expressi:ms, etc. 'll'e in line for the best 
grades. This hapnens in snite of the fact that teachers con-
sider themselves honest and impartial. 
"To further illustrate the ooint, let me refer to some 
of the experiments that he.ve been conducted to prove the 
inaccuracy and unreliability of grades given on essay type 
tests. One experiment showed· conclusively that the same 
1 c. W. Odell, Traditional Examinations and New Type Tests, 4. 
---~~~ 
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individual does not grade consistently from day to day.l To 
prove this a college class had some English papers corrected 
by the University Professors and after a period .of time had 
elapsed they recorrected the same papers, not knowing they had 
already passed judgment on them. This test showed that one 
Professor graded thirteen points lower than the average .while 
another was seven points above average. On recorrecting the 
papers several professors varied as much as fifteen points from 
the first correction. 
11 The other experiment was interesting also, It proved that 
the s'tme paper corrected by different teachers would receive 
different grades, depending unon the teacher, her inclination 
towards leniency stand.~ .. rde for grading or lack of them~ This 
plane geometry paper was corrected by the tencher of plane 
geometry in 116 High Schools and it received the following 
r;rades: two above 90~; twenty above 80%, while twenty mD.rked 
it below 60·1,, forty-seven gave it a. passing grade while sixty-
nine th·;·ught it a. failing naner.2 
"Stark points out four factors which nroduce the varia-
bill ty of marks. 
1. Differences among the standards of different schDols. 
2. Differences among the standards of different teachers. 
3. Differences in the relative values placed by.different 
teachers unon various elements in a na.per, and 
4.. Differences clue to the inability to distinguish 
1 
.Monroe, De Voss and Kelly, Educational Tests and 
Measurements, 6. 
2 Ibid. 
between closely a.llied degrees of merit.l 
"This should make any teacher who likes essay tests do 
some thinking about the method and fairness of the grades. 
"Some su ... gestions for grading essay tests are: 
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1. Esaay tests can be fairly objectively graded if you 
outline the points to be included in the answers, before you 
begin to correct the pa.pers. 
2. Except in penmenship classes, do not figure the ciual-
ity of writing in determining the grade. If the paner is too 
illegible or carelessly,written, return the paper to the owner 
to be recopied. 
3. Except in Spelling and English classes, don't deduct 
any for miss-pelled. words or sentence structure. I:f the paper 
is too poor in these respects it should be returned to be re-
written. 
4. Grade each question separately, add the total points 
on all questi:ms and. translate into a grade or note the points 
made, in the rRcord book to be aver8.ged in with other si'l\il&r 
work, as would be done with objective teet scores. 
"The main a.rguments for the inform,l objective tests are: 
the answers are either right or wrong, which greatly adds to 
the ease of correcting and the fairness of the test. ThiS test 
is also much faster to administer and to correct. 
"The main s.rguments against objective tests are that they 
are relatively difficult to construct. The second adverse 
criticism is if this type of t~st becomes the sole or most 
1 
. D. S:bark. Educational Measurements I a. 
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common type, we will be depriving the pun:l.ls of their oppor-
tunities to develop the ability to organize and express their 
ideas. 
11 Tb.is shortcoming can be overcome, however, by substitu-
ting the oonortunitiea for organization and expression of ideas 
in reports, oral and written, which are not orepared primarily 
for grading, and meg.suring knowledge, but for that much more 
important reason, namely the development of the individual, 
"The time required for making the test is small in compa.r-
iaon to the am:)Unt of time required for correcting the essay 
type test. 
11 Tb.e arguments in favor of standardized objective tests 
are that they have been more scientifically prepared, their 
questions are in order of difficulty, their results should be 
more valid and their scores more reliable. Anol;1ler fine point 
in their favor is the time teachers are saved by not h'l:ving to 
develop their own teats. 
"Adverse criticisms of them are their expense, although 
the cost is becoming more within the reach of the average schools 
as the competition increases. Another objection to them is that 
some·teachers become more interested in coaching their cla.ases 
for the teat than in tea.chinfJ; the important objectives of the 
course. The third objecti:m is that these tests do not always 
test the things the teacher 111J'ishea to teat. Of course, any 
teacher should expect to supplement the standardized tests so 
as to measure the amount of teaching or learning on any unit of 
work. 
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"In making or selectine; tests, teachers should keep the 
following criterion in mind: 
"Validity shows whether the test measures the things it is 
planned to test. For example, a, thermometer measures the tem-
perature, not the air pressure. To be truly valid a test Should 
begin with work so easy thctt every puDil can answer the first 
p•Jrt s and increase in difficulty until no pu :11 can completely 
answer o:tll of the questions.. A test that a pupil can complete-
ly finish does not accurately place him, for we do not know how 
much more he could have done. 
11Reliabili ty shows how dependable the tr->st is, as a meas-
ure of gr:.lwth or development. It must not vary in its results 
from time to time. Reliability of a test dependg upon the 
amount of ob,jectivity and subjectivity that enter into the 
test. The more objective ~t is the more reliable will be the 
results of the test, for the personctl element is out down as 
the objective elenent displaces it. 
"Reliability requires a good sampline; of the work covered. 
The more questions a pupil is asked the more nearly the teach-
er can come to determining the aotu:1l amount of his knowledge. 
A test of four ma.jor questions is much less reliable than a 
test of twenty small questions covering the same topics as the 
four questions, for determining the actual percent or number 
of units learned or mostered.l For instance, four punils 
picked at random from a class, might respond to a four oues-
tion essay type test in the following msnner: pupil !. would 
1 Dr. G. Pr->ase, 11 Class Notes and Discussion of Secondary 
Methods", College of Pacific. 
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answer fully two questions, thus earn a score of fifty percent; 
pupil !2, would answer one questi ~m fully a~nd al;>out half of ea.oh 
of t'vo others, earning a score of twenty-five percent; pupil Q 
would a.nswer three questions satisfa.ct0rily and would get sev-
enty-five oercent; while puoil D might answer all four ques-
tions satisfactorily, by having given enough of an answer for 
each quectiJn to receive full credit, so he would get one hun-
drecl percent. 
"The spread of apparent ma.stery or learning is from twe.n-
ty-five to one hundred percent, a range of seventy-five oercent. 
"Now, if the same pupils were given a test covering the 
same field of information, but the four former ls.rge questions 
were eaoh divided into five smaller questions tequiring ~ def-
ini te answer, the same f0ur D'lOi ls would have shown a much more 
uniform amount of knowledge. Puoil A would have answered all 
of the first ten ("luesti;ns and his score would have remained 
the same fifty percent. Pm:dl B woul.cl have ans•'Ver ·'cl perhaps 
two of the first five, c<ll of the next five and two of the 
next five, with a rating of forty-five. "upil Q vr,ulcl have 
answered about four small questions of each of the first three 
questions which would have earned a score of about simty per-
cent. Pupil Q WO'Jld have answered about four questi,ms of 
each of the main units which would equ<J.l about eighty percent. 
The spread of apparent learning by this method would have been 
from forty-five to eighty percent, a spread of thirty-five per-
cent as compared with a spread of seventy-five by the first 
method. 
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"Professor Ruch has determined that two hundred items of 
five response possibilities can be administered in forty min-
utes ,1 
"True-false, yes-no, etc. type tests can be given as rapid-
ly as ten questions per minute,2 
"Obviously th<"~:te tests are much quicker to give and to 
correct than essay type.testa, 
"Now tlD.t we have considered tests, we must consider the 
best method of translating the scores into gre.des. 
''According to Burton, the nrincioles that should control 
the construct! m <md o•)eration of an adequ<Jte grading system 
a.re:3 & 4 
1 .. For administrative purposes. as oromoting; reclassify-
ing, etc. 
3. Pa.rents• and pupils' information, 
3. Data that can· be used for comParative teachinr; effi-
ciency. 
4. To stimulate effort of pupils and teachers. 
"To make grades useful they must be comn,rable. Such 
grr1des c:)n be obtained only by obj.ective means and the sincere 
co-operation of the teachers. 
"It is necessary for all to have certain criteria in mind 
1 Dr. G. Pease, "Class Notes and Discussi.)n of Seconda.ry Heth-
ods," College of Pacific. 
2 Ibid. 
3 William H. Burton, Sunervision emd the Imorovement of Teach-
ing, 289-290. 
4 W11113m H. Burton, and Others, The Nature and Direction ()f 
Learning, 5-6. 
' 
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at the time of grade m'1king in order to hn.ve a reasona.ble de-
,o;ree of· stand·1rdizatioJn. This stand·Irdization. can be best de-
veloped by considering the nrobable or normal curve of distri-. 
but ion. 
"In grouns of <)ne hundred or more of unsF)lected pupils 
thi.s method of distribution will work very satisfactorily. 
"Since the trend in school :"dministration is to minimize 
the oercent of failures in our schools, the ourve is necessar-
toward the upper end. This does not me?.n that the 
percent of A 1 s wi 11 be raised, h:cwever. The percent of B 1 s will 
be increased slightly, the C's w.ill absorb some of the D's and 
the highest of the E 1 s beco:~e D's. 
The commonest curves of grade distributions in our 
country:l, 2, 3 
A B c D E 
3 ·1> 2-2 
""' 
50 
""' 
22 1] 3 1, 
10 20 40 20 10 
7 X 24 38 34 7 
7 XX 35 45 20 3 
II x The theoretical curve we use as a guide. 
" xx The a.ooroxim·Jte curve we actually develop as a. re-
sult of skewing to reduce the percent of failures. 
"The adv;c;nta.ges of sta.ndGrdi.zing our grades, in addition 
to making them more valuable for administrative ourposes are: 
1 Dr. G. Pease, Op. cit. 
2 Harold Rugg, A Primer of Graphics and statistics, 75-77. 
3 William H. Burton and Others, Op. cit., 530-531. 
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uniform grading by each teacher from grade period to grade 
period, minimizing the danger o:f ill-feelings .among teachers 
because some are more li ber '11 with good grades than others, 
aids pupils and parents to evalu?"te the quality of work and 
achievement, (an "A" should represent excellent work, whether 
it is made in an academic or non-academic class.) 
"Now there is another theory o:f grading that has received 
some followers in this country in the last :f:ewyears. It is 
beingtried in many o:f the so-called modern schools, especially.l 
"This olan consists of two divisions, usually called 11 8 11 
(satisfactory) and 11 U" (unsatisfactory). The idea behind these 
divisions ia that pupils should compete with themselves, indi-
v!CbJ.ctlly, and not with the other put)ils _of tl",!.e class. This is 
a fine move in the rightdirection. The difficulty of its ad-
ministration lies in the fact that the division is understood 
to be based upon the correlation between his ability and his 
achievements, his 11!. Q." 
ttMany schools using this syr:tem apparently are using the 
plan with the old elMs competi ti::n idea as the basis for the 
division, they are simply grouping the oupils who are not fail-
ing, according to the old standards, a.s n·n and the few re-
ma.inders as"U". In other words they are simply using an easier 
system of grouping and evaluating the pupils and their work. 
"There is much to be said i!l favor of the "U-,S" pls.n butt 
due to the fact that most teachers are not trained to adminis-
ter the system efficiently and there is such opposition to it. 
l Haydn S. Pearson, 11 Scho.ol Report Cards Abolished", Newton, 
Mass., Literary Digest, February 10, 1934. 
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it seems likely that the class competition plan will be here 
indefinitely. 
"It is true that some of the best universities are using 
this two point system, but educR.tore agree generally that the 
universities cannot be taken as models to be imttated, in many 
respects. Elementary educati :n has progressed eo much more 
than higher education in methods and procedures. 
"It is interesting to know that Mise Helen Heffernan, of 
the state department, made a study on report cards and grading 
systems in 1932-1933. 
"She conducted. her survey by the questionnaire method, 
through a very represent R.ti ve group of parents of school ohild-
:r:en, i. e., the Ca.lifornia Parent-Teacher Associa.tion. · 
vision and the Improvement of Instruction11 , and Burton and 
Others, "The Nc., .. ture and Direction of Learning 11 • 
"There are many other books that deal with the subject 
and there are frequent magazine articles that are interesting." 
as 
III 
QUESTIONIIm AS A FORM OF TEACHING TECHNIQUE 
"The art of questioning is one of the factors which plays 
an important psrt in any teacher's success or failure. It has 
definite purnoses, benefits and limita.tions. Like everything 
else, it must be skillfully administered if its full value is 
to be realized. 
1-----"""""'l._t_e_ac:the.x_s_ah_ouJ.d-r_p~-Og-n-i-z-e----t~,;a.-t-r-a.-r--t-ef-t-he-i-:r-p-ra-par-a-·----
tiona for class includes so>ne o:ueful thought concerning the 
questions they will ask. They must not depend upon spontaneous 
questions t.o be developed as the class progresses. 
"An inexperienced teacher should write out the main quest-
ions, at least. A teacher who has been teaching the same sub-
ject for some years will usu,lly not need to write out the 
questions; oral prepare.tions and plans will usually be suffi-
cient. 
"Pupils should be encouraged to ask questions of each oth-
er and of the teacher, this is an indication of real interest 
in the class. The teacher must encourage only the right kinds 
of questions to be asked. 
"There are two types of questions the pupils will ask. 
One is the kine the teacher should be able to answer, whether 
it deals directly with the subject or not; the other is the 
kind the teacher could not be expected to be able to discuss 
because of its technical nature or because it is otherwise out 
of the .teacher's field. Whether a teacher should know the 
answer or not, never try to bluff the answer. Teachers want 
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the pupils to be frs.nlc and they must set a good example for the 
pupils. Always find the answer and give it to the pupil or 
class. 
11 A teacher must adapt the number and kinds ofquestions to 
the needs of the class. In order to do this, the teacher must 
consider these facts: 
1. The nature of the subject matter. 
2. Age and development of the pupils. 
3. Purpose of the recitation. 
4. The size of the class and the length of the period. 
The purDoses of questioning can be summed up in the follow-
ing four s;roups: 
1. Testing: To discover the weakness of the class as a 
whole or as individuals, as to their familiarity with the sub-
ject matter, to see if they have a correct understanding of the 
content, and to be certain they 're using the correct methods 
of approach and thinking. 
2. Teaching: To ascertain what the ')Upils know and under-
stand before the tooic is taught. Questi,)ning is also to get 
the ptmils to thinking in the new subject m<etter and in apply-
ing that material. Under this heading we ma.y al8o include 
questioning to discover the interests of the ounils, as this 
aids in the selection of points or tonics for specifll emphasis. 
Que,itioning furnishes incentive for careful preparation by mak-
ing a careful check-up; to give organiz•1.tion to the material 
studied, and to direct attention to the h;portant phases of the 
·work. 
<; 
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3. Drill: Drill questions are good for emphasizing the 
important points of a lesson or unit of work. It does much to 
cla,rify the thinking and to organize the fa.cts in the pupils' 
minds. Effeoti ve dri 11 must be sna,ppy and d.efini te of rela-
tively short and frequent periods. 
4. Review: Review is the t eohnique for ma.king certain 
that the informe,tion to be mastered has been well learned, 
Ma'<e the review auestions take on the aspect of an overview, 
a different angle or approach. The ma.stery of the content is 
really tested by the punils' ability to make generalizations 
from it; to reassemble the fa,cts and apply them in new si tua-
tions. 
"Now that we have discussed 
questi ning, let us oonsicler the n<',ture of good questioning.l 
"Questions must be stated clee.rly, they mu,st be brief a.nd 
direct. As: How do forests influence erosion in the moullt-
ains? 
"They must be ''dapted to the c>.ge and m'l.turity of th<:J 
class. For instcmce, both the sixth and eighth grade sturly 
Europe, but the ouesti :me must be worded on the level of t1ach 
class, It is very poor pedagogy to talk over the heads of DU-
pils 'or so simply as to insult them. Too often the questions 
are in unnatural vocabuhry and above the reasoning of the pu-
pils. 
"Make the questions free from the organization and terminol-
og;y of the book. A good way to do this is to leave the book 
1 K"rl R. Douglass, Modern Methods in High School Teaching, 
"Questi:ming, Assignment, and Review Procedure 11 ,ChA.pter II; 
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unopened during the class discussion, referring to your pre-. 
ps.red notes, only. As, Exphlin to us wha,t a pronoun is and 
name five pronouns, 
"Thought nrovoking questions are to be used frequently. 
Questions th"tt are a challenge to the pu ils are stimulating. 
Problem questions develop the reasoning ability of the class. 
As: Name the presidents of the United States who had been in 
military life before their election, J. 
"Fact questi-:ms should be an'kecl occa,sionally although this 
is the most overwor1,ed of any type of question. As: name the 
Pacific Coast States. 
"Questions that call for thour:;ht, interpretation, and or-
the policy of the or·iginal Honroe Doctrine comDare and con-
trast with the "Honr•Je DClD trine" of Japm in the Orient? 
11 In cr)ntrnst to the good types of questions f\1r teaching 
"' purposes above are the generally poor ones:"" 
"Direct queries, requtring the remembering of a sim;le 
fact. , As: The inland port of Oal:l f ornia is 
----· 
11 Al tern·1tive ouE>sti Jns, which tend to develop guessing. 
As: Is ran a verb in present or nast tense? 
"Suggestive questions, in which the answer is hinted at 
in the wording of the question. As: Lincoln was a gr.eat pres-
ident, was he notf 
"Questions which use the wording of the text. As: In a 
1 Karl R. Douglass, Op. cit., 38. 
2 Dr. G. Pease, On. cit. 
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right triangle the sum of the S(luares is equal to what else? 
"Questions which call for one word answers. are poor, gen-
era.lly; As: Uarr011' nec'·s of land extending into large bodies 
of water a.re called -----
11Va.gue and indefinite questions usually develop nupils in-
to the habit of gi•ring vague and inc1efinite anstvers. As: So 
often, too many people seem to t~ke little or no interest in 
politics and civic activities. What do you think about that? 
are poor. As: Compfl.re the Belp;i.')n army and its activities,. 
from the beginning of the world W<>r until the signing of the 
Armistice, with the "'.rmies of Austria ancl Rusda. 
"Those questions .thAt a.re too general are of little v·,,.lue. 
As: Describe. the climate of North Amel;'ica. 
"Let us now discuss the ma.nnP-r and procedure in ouestion-
ing. 
11 Tbe teacher must ask the quec;ti:ms in a calm, pleas!J.nt, 
conversational tone of voice. 1.{a.ny puDils d.evelop a dislike 
for a teacher because of the Axplosive or demanding tone in the 
voice ,t the time the questions are asked. 
"Try to have your voice well modulated and have your quest-
ions so well planned and arranged that you do not have to re-
peat or re-word them. If it is occasionclly necessary to do 
this do it as graciously as possible; the pupil is probably 
somewhat confused as it is, and an unfriendly gesture or remark 
do not help matters. 
"The pa.ce of the question should be adjusted to the nature c 
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and purnose of the question, ie, drill questions should be 
asked faster than the thought questions, The relative famil-
iority of the class with the material is also to be considered 
in determining the pa.oe of the exercise, 
11 Always ask the question to the olass as a whole, pause 
long enough for them to prepare their a.nswers, and then name 
the nupil who is to answer the question. As: Name the five 
sense organs...... . . . . Mary. Be careful that a certain few 
do not have t:t'l~erJ:o-or-t-1"re-mos4T--ef -t-he--t-i~Tie-.-· TJT.eye_r_name the 
pupil who is to recite before asV:ing the question to the class 
as a whole. 
11Have no definite order of calling upon the cla.ss. This 
stimula.tes all to keep awake. Do not call upon each punil 
once before calling upon some of them two or three times, thus 
punils who h'We recited once will not feel they 3l'e throug-11 un-
til their turn comes fl.gain. See that each punil is called up-
on about the same number of times, however, during the ~~eek.l 
Do not rely uron the queAtions to keep the pupils' attention, 
although it is a big aid. 
11 Do not nursue a nunil with a series of questions. If the 
purpose is to teach, however, e.nd. the reflt >f the class is ben-
efitting, it is all right. It should n)t be done as anything 
but a teaching technique. 
nnave the pivotal questions well planned and try to reflect 
your person<J.lity thr,>w~h their freedom. 
11 The treatment of the responses is as important as the art 
1 Karl A. Douglass, On.· cit., 40. 
..,-.,; 
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of questioning, by the teacher and the members of the class. 
Both should be attentive to f;'1e one answering. They must be 
polite, and there should be no raising of hands until the pu-
pil has sat down, if at a.ll.l 
"The amount of aporoval or disaporoval shown by the teach-
er should always be moderate an<t shoulc1 further be p;overned by 
the amcmnt of thought required in order to make the recitation. 
"Just as you try to refrain from rene-ting questicms so 
l-~.n: n<Ju-ld:cymr-t-ry-t-o-have everytifing in-the room so fs.vor9.i5Te-that 
the answers will not need to be repeated. There is no need, 
usu·,_lly, for repeating either; it is a matter of habit with the 
teacher th:1t will quickly carry over to the class. 
"Giving advance a.nproval or disc,pnroval should not be 
pr0cticed. Some punils.start their recitations in a timid way 
and quickly take their que as to the accuracy or inaccuracy of 
the lead from the teacher's exnression, smile or frown. These 
punils a.re generally not careful st,.1dents, they aim to get by 
throup::h bluffing. They axe receiving two chcmces to recite, a 
h?bi t which is poor for them a.nct. unfe.ir to their classmates. 
"It is a poor nra.ctice, generally, to nasa answers around 
the class for criticism. 
"Train the class in good habits of thinking and English, 
encourage complete sentence answers. 
"Teach the purdls that you will not accept anything from 
them excent their very best and you will find the standard of 
the class will raise noticeably. 
l Karl A. Douglass, On. cit., 43-45. 
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"For those who O"re to read on this topic I suggest the 
following books which I have, there ?re others that are very 
good:" 
Burton, "The Supervision and Improvement of Teaching". 
Douglass, "Teaching in the Secondary School." 
Colvin, "An Introduction to High School Teaching." 
Waples, "Procedure in High School Teaching". 
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IV 
EDUCATING BY CA!iPAIGUS 
Principal: "This general meeting is planned to introduce 
the idea of presenting and selling eduo'J.tion, not included in 
the curricula, to the puPils. 
"Although the primary aim of the school is to develop the 
pupils, we must include and concentrate upon certain definite 
_ ___;fLi:ue.J.ds_nj'_e_nd~e_ruw_r_,_itl__J)rder to "lSSUXe the J:mDilS that they Will 
receive the broader exneriences intended for them. 
"From time to _'time new subjects or courses are added to 
the already over-crowded curricula until they become tcio .un-
wieldly to be efficiently taught, Then a. commission sets to 
work, evaluates each subject, combines some and removes those 
of least importance from the curricula. Such was the caa.e 
about a dec"de ago in California, Our elementCJ.ry curricula in-
cluded twenty-seven subjects. The commission which worked to 
reduce the number of subjects succeeded in cutting the total 
number of subjects from twenty-seven to thirteen. I_t is true 
we still have most of the origina-l list in some form of com-
binations, as morals and manners. 
"There are many important things that pupils should be 
_taught that ar"' not receiving much if any instruction at all. 
Since those topics are not definitely outlined to be taught 
most of us overlook them more or less or entirely. Some of 
them are referred to indirectly or vaguely in State, County, 
or City manuals as appropriate topics for indirect teaching or 
incidental teaching. Too many things that are listed for 
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incidental instructi'Jn receive accidental instruction. 
11 It is therefore SUf:<;gested that we present. to the pupils 
some of the points that 've decide are most needed by the pupils 
of this school, that are not receiving special instruction in 
any class. 
"The idea for this work is tM.s; we shall group ourselves 
into pairs, who shall act as committees to develop and present 
one of the chosen subjects. These present,tions are to be made 
before the student body, as an onening exercise on alternating 
l Mon'ays. Each committee shall also be expected to include in 
its plans some definite progr&a of follow-up work• In other 
words, we are after more than a. few minutes' entertainment, al-
thouf\h thie .?.,lone woUld Derhaps justify the time, when you con-
aider the experience given the actors and the audience. 
11 These topics have been thought of ,s a typiQal group o:f' 
ce1npaign subjects: School Spirit, Better English, Posture, 
Attendance and Health, Cleaner Yards and Building. 
"Wh~t do you think of this idea and those as tonics? 
Please be frank and all express Y')urselves 11 • 
Miss Doe: "I think that is a very fine idea. I am es-
necially interested in the Posture and Health tonic. 11 
lUes Brown: 11 I am very much in favor of it, too. I 
should like to see the whole school working for two weeks on 
Better English. It would be a big heln to the pupils if· all 
teachers insisted on good English in all of their classes. I 
don't tnean to be too critioial, but I imagine most of us are 
·.too often so interested in our particular subject and the idea 
of putting 1 t over that we d.o not correct the mistakes . the 
-r--·---
pupils make in grammar. I know I have been guilty of that 
crime, "'nd I venture most of us have been. 1·1 
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P: "That is a good criticism s.nd suggestion to come from 
a teacher who is not assigned definitely to the teaching of Eng-
lish. It shows that we have a grAater responsibility than mere-
ly teaching a sub;ject to which we are assigned to give the for-
mal instruction. After all we are tee.chers of girls and boys, 
l not subjects • 11 jf--____ I_.U_s_s_W_hi-t~e-:--11-T_h_i_s_i_s_a_. -s-p~l~e~.n_d_i_d_i_d_e_a-an_d_I_a_m_f_o_r----ci-t • I 
I. wish to suggest that we use the Personality and Character traits 
I • 
which a.re listed on the pu>:lils' report cards as the first list 
to be worked on. So many of the pupils'seem to have little or 
no idea of our interpretation of these noints. Some nave 
wrong impressions, entirely. Undoubtedly, other teachers have 
found the same to be the case in their classes." 
P: "I think that is a. fine suggestion. Lr:~t us hear from 
some of the rest of you." 
Mr. Rich: "I agree with :ass White. we sh011lcl help the 
puuils to interpret those traits • 11 
P: nvery well, sha.ll we start on a campaign and take the 
traits first?" 
Miss Green: "I don't know how the others feel, but I 
would appreciate having a general idea ,f how one of these 
topics should be developed. May we consider that, now? 11 
P: "Perhaps that will help the first committee or two. 
We do not want to make these stereotyped• howe'ler. They will 
be more effective and impressive if' each one is as different 
from the oreceding ones as possible. Naturally the very 
nature of the topic will va.ry the type of presentation and 
follow-up program. 
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11Will yCJu help me make a list of the tra.its on the cs.rd, 
nlease? 
"Yes, they are: Industry, Thrift, Courtesy, Sportsman-
ship, Punctuality, Reliability, and Leadership. I think we 
should use Initiative ;:o.s a synonym of Leadership. Leadership 
is like Service, it has been overworked. 
"Shall we plan an outline for J,eadersnr]5?~we-ah-c,uiod~set 
up a. general principle for each topic ann then we can a.pply 
this in as many situations as seem advisable, 
"Who will start us out?" 
T: "Let us define Industry, ccccording to Webster. 'Ind-
ustry is the steady apnlication of business or labor; product-
ive labor. Industrious is characterized by diligence or ind~ 
us try; hard working • • II 
P: 11 Ho'l'! can we a.pply those definitions?" 
T: 11 Have a number of punils ma'ke the anplication. They 
might act out a schoolroom scene in which some industrious nu;... 
pils are fine nunils and get their lessons well done, while 
some others are not. Show some of the predicaments that the 
unindustrious get themselves into and the contrasting rewards 
.that come to those who earn them, in the way of hapniness, etc. 
P: 11 \'rhat do you think of that for an idea? 11 
T: 11 That is an excellent suggestion and it has fine poss-
ibilities :for effective development." 
P: "That is enthusiastic support. How would you two like 
to develop that topic :for the first one, for two 11;eeks from 
I 
1 
this morning?" 
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T: "I'm for it., How about it !!iss White,, can we do that?" 
Miss White: "You can oount on me." 
P: "Well, we can report nrogress. Uow for the follow-up 
pe.rt of it. The committee should outline something definite for 
the homeroom teachers to emphasize in the ten minute guidance 
peri·::>d each morning. Who has a our,r;estion as to how to do th~.t?" 
T: 11 1"'hy not take one or two M the ooints in the program, 
ea.c 1 .a.y, as 1e part for the.~day 1 s empha.sis? 11 
T: 11 I think that is e. g'Jod idea. The comr:1i ttee should 
make a cony of the pc1rticular 'Joints for each day, for each 
room, or list all points. on one sheet and date the topics to 
be discussed." 
P: 11 Th·:1.t ts fine. Are there any crue:~tions?n 
"I will nost a :form on the bulletin boarc1., ~rith the top-
ics and. their dates for '"·rssent'l.ti•m, pl8ase orga.nize your-
selves into comnlittees and sign up for the to·oic of Yi)Ur c110ice, 11 
.................. ~ ... 
The tonic of Industry was developed by i1Y/O seventh grade 
teachers and some of their nupi ls. The following is a sumnary 
of their campaign: 
Auditorium 
Puc1il: "Good-mornine;, fellow students. The pupils of the 
seventh grade have prepared a short one act play for you. The 
title of this playlet is "Industry". Before the curtain is 
drawn, however, I want to say a few words to you about Indistry 
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and what it means. 
"Do you knol'! that industry is among the :l,mportant traits 
that are listed on your report cards? Do you Jmow that it is 
there because the teachers know that Industry is one of the 
most valuable traits we can develop? Do you realize that the 
teachers spend a lot of time on your report cards because of 
the importance ths.t their ratings should have in. the way of 
making us try to make the most of our opportunities1 This is 
;be way to 'becor.1e successful. 
"Industry, according to Webster, 1 is steady ap,lication 
of business or labor, it is productive labor•. 
"My classmates are now going to show you the difference 
bet\veen industrious and lazy 'JUnils." 
The sta.ge was set to represent a classroom. The mt .. ils 
had assembled for the morning, some of the pur>ils quickly 
checked the assignments and settled down to work while oti1ers, 
who had not paid. attention, had to ask the teacher questions 
and wasted time in.various other ways. 
The teacher found it necessary to send a messenger from 
the :room. She naturally called uDon a pw1il who had his work 
well nrepared. Seve:r2.l other little tasks were assigned pu:.Jils 
who were industri\lUS and well behaved. In no case was a lazy 
pupil asked to do anything except the regula.r clossroom work. 
The audience understood that some nunils are dependable 
and industrious and others are not, Pnc'l they saw that only the 
deserving are offered snecial nri vi leges and responsibilities. 
The pupils left the assembly :feeling very stimulated. 
The follow-up program consisted of a large chart for each 
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classroom, with the following outline for discussion: 
Industrious ~1pils 
1. Are happier 
2, Are attentive to cla.as and teacher 
3. Keep out of mischief 
4. Start to V'f.Jl~k imnediately 
5. Finish work completely, on time 
6. Do not f~i.ve UP 
7. Do not waste time 
s. Set good exrtmples for classmates 
9. Are not 1-:ept after school 
10. Have little homework. 
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CHAPTEH III 
THE GROUP OR SUBJECT TEACHERS' CONFERENCE 
A conference of any particul'l.r group of teachers .is intend-
ed to meet particular oroblems confronting .that group only. 
Teachers and s1,1pervisors have found that there are many problems 
and difficulties typical of one subject or group of subjects 
that do,not arise in another S\lbject or group of subjects. They 
have also discOVAred that there are nroblems common to certain 
grade levels that are not commonly found in other grade levels. 
Then, too, they h1we come to realize that the same difficulties 
cannot be corrected in identical manners in different ages of 
Last, but by no means lea.st, teachers recognize there are 
types of teachers, the sa.mA as there B.re types of all other hu-
m -ms, and that certain tyoes of teachers have types of n:i'oblems 
that are chara(Jteristically problems of those teachers.l 
Poor teachers have problema that seldom or never bother 
the good. teachers •. The problems or weaknesses of the weak 
teacher are generally knowledge of subject '>latter; technique 
of teaching; persone.l characteristics, and discipline,2 
In general these group problems are di.stributed over suoh 
common types a.s: discipline {va.ri .Jus ages and grades have 
varying stages and types); discipline in the activity classes, 
in the academic classes; subject and grade objectives; 
1 Frank W. Hart, Teachers and. Teachinlf• 11 Tea.oher A," p 131; 
"Teacher Z11 , p. 250 and "Teacher H1 , p. 287. 
2 A. s. :Sarr, Characteristic Differences in the Teachinr.; Per-,,~, 
formances of i,'fQ.Qd and Poor Teache:is of tfie SoQ.{al Studies,ns. · 
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correlating and integrating the work of a grade horizontally, 
so that all teachers of a given class do their best to choose 
and direct the e,ctivi ties of the class in such a way as to 
ma.ke for the greatest benefits for the class, .·Integration 
from one grade to the next in !l.ny subject is also a nroblern for 
the group; as well a,s organizing the work in a new course of 
study• 
Teachers of spelling have particul·u nroblems that eel-
tion or music teacher, or per hans so;cle of the other more aoa-
demic tee.ohers. Perhars the spellinr; teacher finds that he 
has to do much in the way of vocabulary drill. He may find 
that the problem of honesty h~,s to be met, as in interchang-
ing papers for correcting, or he may find so,;;e pertinent nrob-
lema in the teaching of how to learn to spell. 
Obviously such o>ro1::lens beL•nf to a group of spellin,;r 
tenchers only, ··nr.1 the other de:)a.rtrnents shonJ.d wo:rk out their 
problems tor::ethP-r, eg., wh-,t is the best method of suoerviiling 
the rest or curtailed activity group? 
The personnel 'l.Ucl ch~,cracter of such groups will naturs.lly 
change frequently >'ncl must be kept flexible.l 
These meetings are more successful '-7hen some of the teach-
ers feel their neRd and request such a discussion group. Na,t-
urally they anpreciate more l<eenly their needs when they have 
already become a1"'are of them than when the principal tries to 
sell them the irtea. If they a,re a:~7are of the need cf a 
1 Ellwood P. Cubberley, ~cit., 466. 
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meeting they are more recentive to suge;esti·)ns. The principal 
c•mnot wait, however, for the teaohers to request such a con-
ference if he knows there is a need f0r one. 
On the contrary, if the princiy1l realizes there is need 
of meeting a group of teachers, he speaks to the teachers that 
he cares to have come, in adv,nce, so that they may clarify 
their r··roblem in their own minds and list any questions they 
m"y have. 
The princinal takes the chair, always, in these meetings 
and conducts them in a discussion method not unlike the method 
used by college nrofessors at sum1ner schO'Jl methods courses .1 
We try to get right to the root of the problem, analyze 
the situation and develop a oonst:ructi ve .::;nd definite uonrse 
of procedure to follow in the future. 
Althc1ugh the nrincinnl is the le!lder in these meetinss he 
must remember th·•tt he cannot be. too cutocratic if the best re-
sults <'.re to be reB.lized from these meetinss. The meetine;s 
are most successful when the teachers are led in the disct:ssi ::m 
to think out their 0''7n problems and to find the :~~;st ')l'Ccctical 
solution to them. 
'!'he princioa.l must alw•'lys h;:we 2 well pren<tred :orogru.m to 
suggest in c:1.se the teachers fail to develop wha.t the principal 
wishes to h3.Ve developed. Sometimes he will have to diplon\ati-· 
cally yet firmly insist that certain practices in teaching Qr 
acting be substituted by others. He will then have to insist 
that these newer methods be given a·fa.ir and complete trial, 
1 Ellwood P. Cubberley, The Principal and His Sch£21, 467-8. 
' 
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before they are to be discarded. 
The leader must always be prep:-tred to offer some relative-
ly short art ioles or chapters thc'.t deal very definitely with 
the problem under discussion, or he may offer a demonstration 
of the method in questi:m, or no.me some te':coher who is doing 
that work excentionally well, for the teachers to visit, eith-
er in class or ou·t. L Group meetings or meetings of special professional groups 
, a~e----c-omri-d-eL"-e-d---t-ht!!llos-t-v-,.,-.~.un ~Jle type or t ea.chers ' meet i'"nco-g~,a~.-. ---~--
and are rated a.s the second most valuable supervisory means of 
teacher improvement. The other tynes •f teachers 1 meetings, 
named in order of value 'lnd extent of use, are: nrincinal's 
meetings, committee meetinr;s, pre-school meetings, and general 
meetings of all of the teachers of the entire school or s:rstem,l 
Teachers greatly prefer nraoticn.l illustr1tions to theory, 
They seem to want to always see someone demonstrate the method 
rather than to simply h:we the demonstrator discuss the method, 
Demonstrations are fine, if not overworked.2 
The Eighth YeOJrbook3 points out, Beginning teachers espec-
ially need to be shown how to organize the materials of instruc-
tion; how to handle the materials before the olA.ss; how t'J 
a:rouse,and maintain the interest of the punils; how to adapt 
professional training to actuco.l classr'Jom condi tiona; and how 
to gain the sympathetic oooper;;tion of the nunils in the class 
recitation. 
1 Eighth Yearbook, Department of Su·)erintendenoe, 11 Types of 
Supervisory Organization•, Chan. IV; 85, 
2 Eighth Yearbook, Deoartment of Superintendence, "The Train-
ing of Teachers in Service Through Supervision", Chap.X. 
3 Ibid. 277. 
,. 
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They must be discussed before ha.nd. for the best resul te, 
however. The introduction is the same e.s dire.oted observation; 
the observers are advised of the particular points to watch for. 
After the demonstration, the gro•Jp should discuss the ob-
servations and be sure to emnhasize the underlying principles 
involved, :i: or that is the real b8.ses for future growth. 
In 1925, Baltimore developed a ne1v plan fo:r. the training 
of tea.chers in service thr,)ur;h a series of demonstration lees-, 
one and conferences, 
1.'\Te have too mrmy teachers who ·'1.re teaching just like some-
one they observed. Usually such teac11ers fail because they are 
not of the right personality to teach like the teacher they ob-
served)! 
Evaluation of Group meetings. H. E. A. (Notes Supnlement 
109) 
Some of the group meetings we have held most frequently 
are: Y,lUoil adjm,tm€mt, puDil. claesificatbn, Plmil promotion, 
meetings for i1tegr·,ting the work of the intermediate grades, 
Red Cross organization, nature study integration, social sci-
ence nativities :md oontlnuity organization, health educ'Ition 
program, social activities, routines of passing pupils anct 
materials, standardizing on method, as 1'Then two methods of 
teaching subtraction are found to be in vogue. 
IIi Four group conferences are dlscussed in the. appendix. 
1 Eighth Yearbook, Department of Superintendence, Op. Cit •. 27!Z. 
2 Dr. George o. Kyte, "Techniques in Supervision", (a lecture 
at Bay Section Ele. Principal's AssQciation. Nov. 4,1933.) ;,. 
I 
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CHAPTER IV 
GROUP UEETIHGS OR C :·NGERENCES 
These conferences are not stenographic reproductions but 
are rewritten as accurately as can be done from memory. 
INTROVIHG THE NATURE STUDY C"LUBS BY A IWRE 
DEFINITE CURRICULtm 
Fifth and Sixth Grades 
Principal: 11 The need for a definite C•Jurse of study in 
natuz·al and nhysical soience has been felt for some time, and 
the ma.chinery of production is being oiled to produce a State 
program, with a. text and a menu·1l for assisting in the instruct-
"We have been working in this field, using na.ture study 
reels, Nature Magazine, the best science books from the library, 
and all other source m11terials we could urocure. 
"The puoils met once a week, for a forty minute period 
for this instructbn, in the fifth and the sixth grades. They 
were crga.nized into clubs, with the regular club officers 1 com-
mon to such organizations. The nupils g~.ined a great deal in 
the art of self-expression and Parliamentary procedur.e, and un-
doubtedly gained considerable benefit from the studies and 
discussions that wAre cs.rried on. 
11 There was no definite program of topics to be taken up 
in the VJrious grades, so the clubs were doing the best they 
could by studying the subjects that interested them most. 
Needless to say, these topics were usually seasonal and hence 
of much interest and value. 
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"The idea this year, though, is to put the following pro-
gram into oneration. It has distinct advantages over the older 
plan in that the tonics have been scheduled according to the 
seasonal interests and the accompanying benefits. It includes 
some important units which the nupile have not hitherto studied, 
but which they should study and enjoy. The tonics have been. 
graded so tha.t the simpler and basic units will be studied in 
the fi:l!th p;rade and the morA adv,mced ones are to be studied 
in the sixth grade, 
11 It is not exDected that this will be adonted without 
some alterations. In fact, it will be very disappointing to me 
if you teachers don't make a lot of criticisms of it, as you 
If you a~ ooent 
forced to feel you are in a rut and willing to stay there, and 
I know that is not the case. 
11 This is what I wish you to do: Take the orogram we have 
outlined, and follow the topics in order and keep about to the 
time schedule. Use the Sl.lb-tonics only as a suggested out-
line, they by no means exhaust the field. As you progress, 
please mnke notations of recommended omissions, altera.tions or 
additions, so that we can revise the program at the end of the 
year in the light of your experiences and criticisms. 
11 The plan is for the fifth grade to study the following 
units:l 
1 E. L. Palmer, Fieldbook of Nature Study, (Many helpful 
suggestions were obtained from this book, for this 
course of study). 
1. 11 Clima.te and Weather. 
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(Sept. to middle of Oot.) 
"Include the seasons, winds, clouds, quarters of the 
moon, the signs of the zodiac and their meaning. Keep a tem-
perature oh ··rt for a week, taken hourly and supplemented by 
the United St01tes We01ther Bureau, 01.nd graph the weather for 
a month, as to clea.r, cloudy, stormy. -
2. "Study and Hake Indoor Winter Garden. (Finish by 
Thanksgiving) 
"The nr~'pa.ration for thie will include the study of 
moss, ferns 1 soils, nle1.nt-foods, fertilerziers, and the in-
fluences- of w"ter 1 heat "nd sunli~;ht on plMt growth. 
3. "Rooks, their types and formations. (Dec. fllld Jan.) 
rThis will include a s tucly of all the rocks that the 
nunisl c-'m bring to school. 
"Classify t"e rocks into the r.tain divisions, ie. lavo., 
granite, mArble, slate, graphite, hornblende 1 shale, qu-,rt z, 
gypsum, flint, oom;lomer'l.te, mic'l, CJ.sbest os, etc. and have the 
pupils learn the relntive comraercial imnortance of each, their 
abundance and where found. 
"A stimulating oroject will be •n exhibition of the 
B tones, with the notes concerning each, the nrenfl.retion of 
which will m~ke a vglu,ble study, 
4. "Plants. (Feb. Harch and half of April) 
11 Le:).rn how seeds snrout. Use a window box or some 
se<"d box in the classroom, whinh can be ensily plantea and ob-
served. This is the classroom lsborotory for this unit. 
"Plant a few seeds to observe the sprouting or germina-
tinrr nrocess. 
"Reset plants as tomgtoe;' and nansies. 
"Teach how to correotl~r thin nl~nts in the seed bed c>r 
rcw, also how to oultiva.te and c re for ll:l'"'~ing phmts. (Use 
plants most familiar to the class, if nossible.) 
11 Pl8nt the V<>ri ::ms types of plants, ie. annuals ( vege-
t ablcs or lar':spurs), perennials (de lnhineum), bin.nnuals 
( galardiahs), and bulbs (China lilies). A viol•ct shJuld also 
be observed to learn how it renroduces, (under the ground, the 
bloom ha.s nothing to do with the reproduction). 
"Encourage each ou·:'il to raise a home go.rden of vegetables 
or flowers, or both. This will stimul'1te interest and will 
ena.ble some to discover that gardening is an enjoyable avoc·•tion 
or vocation. 
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5. 11 Local Birds. (Niddle of April throuf!;h rest of term) 
Cl01.ssify the local birds the following way: 
a) That feed in the '"ir. (barn swallow and peewee) 
b) That feed among trees and shrubs. (humming and 
bluebird) 
c) That feed on the ground. (En;z,lish soarrow and 
meadow 1 F·.r1~) · · 
d) That feed along waterways. (ducks, sandpiper and 
plover) ·,~· ·:~ 
1 
: '1 
t:~· _____ __je_)Jlk'!...t.......fe_e_d___o.n_w_a.a_t.e~,-8..o.B.:\Leng-P.r.s_,_(_Cr.i)Yf.:._and_t.urJ<:.eYr------
1'1.• vulture) 
]' f) That :orey, (Screech owl and hawks) 
I·; 
!) g) Domestic birds. (chickens and turkeys) 
11 
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"Have oupi 18 learn to recognize thes.e birds, their 
s:mgs and cll.l.ls, their nests, where they build their nests, 
~'t''l~ f:.hA "t"l11ll1hA.,.. 1'\-f' llHN":>•e!l 1 t.:~A rl 'l--!-tr O!:tr't'h ,..; 'l"'rf ,..,.p ,......!1 ...-.A 
.......... ,.~ ,_._,.,_. '""'"""'""""''-'""'" v... '-·'t.lf)'-" ........... "'- ...... ,, .. ~·--•·._. ..... _,,._ ............... -..;,A. iv .............. 
11 The class should le•o.rn some of the Federal and StBte 
laws pertaining to the protection of birds, e.s the idea of 
hunting seasons, and the fines for ta1dng bird eggs.; 
"This should also be applied to other units where aonli-
Cctple, as in the study of wild flowers, and trees. 
................... 
Sixth Grade Topics 
1. "Insecta and their kin. ( Sel)t. an-I Oct.) 
Classify them as follows: 
a.) That feed on trees and shrubs, (caterl)illar and 
lice) 
low plants. (army worm, and sauashbug) 
or beneath the ground. ( C1JtW'lrms and 
waste, scavengers. (house flies and. 
! 
! 
I. 
! 
i· 
i 
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; 
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i 
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e) That feed on insects or animals. (mosquito and 
spider) 
f) Of clirect economic interest. (bee apd silkworm) 
"During these two months the pupils should learn to 
recognize the most common insects of each type mentioned. He 
should become familia.r with the insects, their signs, their 
economic value, and the best method of controlling their 
spread or reproduction. 
"The wealth of specimens for this unit is almost limit-
less, and you will find the Ptmils enthusiastic about the ton-
ic. 
2. "Earth Stud~". (nov. and Dec.) 
I. "Weather 
a) "Thunder and hail storms, rain. 
b) "Predicting the weather. 
1. "Scientific methods e.nd services, 
ie. barometers, thermometers tmd 
United ">tates Wecttner :9ure8.u, 
Services to comr~erce, fr.rr,1e:rm and 
aviation. 
2. "Unscientific methods, ie, sky 
color and winds. 
Study clouds and their signi:fi-
canoe. 
Hake a daily weather fcreoc1st for 
a month and cow)·re the orecllc:t-
ions with the a.otus.l weather es 
it is. 
II. "Roc''s and soils. 
a) "Crystal study, use sr,lt or sugar. Pre-
pare the life story of two tyoes of 
rooks. 
b) "Influence of sediment on the value of 
farm land, land forr.1c.tion by sedimetn, 
as the Delta region. 
''This unit c:-m be made very int.ereating and practical. 
He.ve a oommi ttee bring reports from the Federal weather bureau. 
H3.ve another group get. reports from a looa.l ba.rometer and 
thermometer. Discuss the less reliable unscientific methods 
and show the pupils how accurately the weather can be 
I 
'. 
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predicted by scientific methods. 
11 See that each pupil has the thrill of .seeing salt, su-
g.s,.r or a flake of snow through a microscope. 
11 The value of deca.yed and ground rock, ool!Uilonly called 
silt or sediment, can be practioa.lly demonstrated to the nunils 
by comp:,ring the potato crops in other parts of the world with 
the production of our own Delta. Rep;Lm. 
3 • 11 1!amma ls • (Jon., Feb., and March) 
"Classify as follows for studying: 
. 
11a) That feed in the open air. (bats) 
"b) That feed among trees and shrubs. ( Gr.:ty squirrer 
and oppossum, at night) 
"c) That feed on the grou,>J.d. (cottontail a.nd deer) 
"d) ThfJt feed alongwoJterways. (muskrat and mink) 
"e) That feed on waste, so venger. (common mouse or rat) 
11!) Preying animals. (red fox, dog and cat) 
11 g) Domestic animals. (cattle, sheep and. horses) 
"This can be developed into a very worthwhile unit and 
it is one in which the r.moils w111 sh::>w a gre•,,t interest. En-
courage true stories of the experiences they or their parents, 
have had, 
"Aim to have the pupils recognize as ma.ny of these more 
common animals as nossible. Go::>d rictures greatly aid in im-
pressing the pupils with the animals under discussion. 
"Encourage the class to visit the zoos and farms and to 
report to their classr!latea on the most interesting animals seen. 
"This also nrovides a wonderful opportunity to teach 
kindness to animals through a better acquaintance with them. 
(April and half of i·!ay) 
11 a) Hake an individual flower Dress for ea.ch pupil. 
"b) Learn how to press flowers correctly. 
11 c) Learn the names and as much !.'.a possible abouteach 
flower Dressed. Use nature books and magazines. 
Have a memory contest at the end of t.he unit 1 a work• 
.11 d) Lef'rn the narts of the flower, 
11 e) Learn when and where to look for eaph flower. 
11 f) Have an exhibit ,,t the end of the unit of all of 
the pressed flowers ann notebooks. 
5. 11 Trees •. (Rest of Jfa.y and June) 
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"Those who ere esneciall.y interested in continuing the 
study of bird"!, which '·"as beg:un in the fifth grade, should be 
permitted to do so, but the following outline is intended for 
the majority of the class: 
11 a) Sug,Jr nroducers. ( rnaplfl, apple, grape and straw-
11b) Nut trees, fat and oil producers. (birch, poison-
ivy, a.lr:1onrl and walnut) 
11 c) Timber and oulp oroducers. (nine, hemlock and ash) 
11 d) Ornamentals. (juniper, m>:~.ples and Virginia creeper) 
size, leaf, bark, cones, if 
know in what regions of the 
cl1m2.tes they grow. 
"Exhibits are always 
needles, specimens of wood, 
value. 
to rec:,grtize tre3s by their sha0e, 
any, needles or fruit, They should 
country and in what altitudes and 
in order. Collect lee.ves, cones 1 
bark and nictures tha.t will be of 
11Stress the importBnce of conserving our forests and 
of nlsnting trees on Arbor D?.y. 
6. "Birds. (Continued fr'm the fifth grade, for those 
---~ho are especially interested in ornithology.) 
"Study of the migratory birds: 
11 a.) Where do they winter? summer? 
11 b) Rec·.)gnize their features, their nests 1 their call. 
11 c) How do they differ from our local birds? 
11 d) How are they similCJr to our local birds? 
11 e) Ga.ther feathers a.nd pictures of them and have an 
exhibi tion. 11 
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MAKING PU?IL ADJUSTH:CNTS THROUGH GROUP TE:ACHERS 1 HE.ETDTGS 
Princinal: 11We are meeting this CJfternoon to study and 
discuss ways and means of making better punil adjustments. One 
of the first steps in this task is to be aware of the need of 
such adjustments. Certainly we are conscious of this condi-
tion in our school, Perhaps we will find the condition even 
jj more prevalent and chronic than we have imagined, if we make a ~~, --~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~------
]; thorough analysis cf our nunils, who are not. doing the amount 
1i and quality of 1'7ork expected of the class. 
11 This ·should· be one of the mrJst important types of meet-
il . ings that we have. It is to be held the HondB.y after •reports• 
t:· 
~1 
~ [\ 
~ 
l 
are sent home to the :lart:mts. The specific aim of this meet-
ing is consider and make the necessary adjustments of any pu-
Dil needing such adjustment. 
11 As you know, this school operates on the 1 X,Y,Z 1 plan. 
The pnoils CJre segregated into homor;eneous grc)ups as deter-
mined by- these agencies: the judgements of the five teac]lers 
who teach the punils, results of intelligence and 3.Chievernent, 
tests, stand.ardized subject tests, school grades, social age, 
educational age and physiolor;·ica.l age. The reason all of 
' ; these factors 8J:'f) taken into consideration as the bases for 
'f 
cla.ssifica.tion, is that the child is considered both object-
ively and subjectively, to the point that more satisfactory 
results are obtained than by the use of either one of the as-
pects, alone. 
"There are three main divisions in the ''rogram of 
~···· 
... , 
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a.dju:oting, although, a.s teachers of girls and boys, ra.ther than 
teachers of subjects, we must always be awake to the need and 
take advantage of tha.t realization, to make sm"ll and frequent 
adjustments in our cl'l.sses, throush flexible assignments, 
stand·,rds of achievement, and such ol;her methods and devices 
that are necessary for the best development of each individual. 
After all, we h'c'Ve, n0t three levels of nupils in each grade 
but as msny le•rels as there gre punila. 
' he steps in making our clasqea as homogeneous as pos-
sible are to be as follows: The school year is t~ be divided 
into the following neriods and dPfini te inforrns.ti )n is to be 
ascert.g.ined C~nd sPnt to the prirents c .)ncerning their children 
•Jt these times. 
I. "Tnere are to be f·)Ur neriods of nine weeks each, in 
the year. .~t the close of ea.oh C1Uc1.rter, a. O·.)rnnlete report of 
each punil is to be compiled and taken, by the nunil, to his 
parents. This report is to include the academic ratings and 
the more important part, ie. his personality c0 .nd character 
clevelooment, as measured by all of his teachers. 
"Form •A ,1 is to be sent to the class teacher by the home-
room teacher for the pu,..,ils 1 grades. The homeroom teacher 
then will copy each puoil's grades from 1A1 to the home report 
card. From '!'2 is to ·be sent similJ.rly for the pupils' per-
sonalj_ty and character ratings. The homeroom teacher will send 
a copy of form 'B' to ea.ch class teacher and then she is to 
l and 2 · . • 
Forma at end of this sect1on. 
I' 
i 
I 
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average ea.ch nuuil in each trait and this is the rating that 
will be nut on his renort card. 
"Form 1 C 'l is the report card which is to be sent home to 
the paretns. 
"These four periods are to be four opportunities for a pu-
pil who is not urooerly classified to bring his maladjustment 
to the tee~chers' attention. They will be four opportun:i.ties 
for adjustments to be mr1.de in the l:i.ght of definite criteria. 
The adjustment ma.y be mede by a co:orerence with the pupil and 
follow-up, he may be transferred to alower or higher section 
according to his ability and achievement or from a regular cla.ss 
to the adjustment room. 
Part II of this Prr'Jgram: nrn an effort t.o make adjust--
'! 
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"Form 'D'l is to be used by the subject teacher to send 
'unsatisfactory pupil reports' to the homeroom teacher. 
11 Form •E• 2 is to be used by the homeroom teacher to send 
the compiled report concerning a child to his parents. 
"There are distinct advantages in this 'report c?rd and 
no·~e' system over the 1rec1ort card only' system. With this plan 
you 3.re to check not only the fact that puPil's work is unsatis-
factory but in addition,' the more important feature is to be 
checked, ie. the reason or reasons why tlie o11iTa-is-doing un-
satisfactory work. This diap;nosis should be of much value to 
the child and the parents. 
11 These reports are to be signed, returned Md filed. as 
oa.rt of the pupil's pe1·manent record. 
11 The third part of this viork is to take Place in the teach-
,l er~' meeting following each of· the hone-report weeks, Each 
i homeroom teacher is to bring the names a11d grades of academic 
work of her best and poorest 1Jun1.ls, in rank order. 
"} 
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1,;~ . . . . . 
ttThe intermedi··te teachers will discuss and adjust their 
pupils. The teachers -of the upper grades \Vill do their classes 
at the same time. For example, the porrest nupils in the 1se-
ven X' class are to be compe>red with the best in the 'seven Y'. 
The proper 'ldjustments a:r.e to be discussed and. after a thor-
ough study of the situation, objectively, decisions are to be 
made for the best adjustment of each individual concerned. All 
classes are to be surveyed. 
"From time to time a pupil will be transferred to the 
1 and 2 Forms a.re e>t end of this .section. 
1. 
adjustment room or from there bacl~ to the regular cla.ssroom 
work, as the needs 'll'ise. 
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"Obviously, prepare.ti:m for this meet:t.ng will require · 
time and effort of the teachers and the meetings.w:t.ll be the 
longest of all meet:t.ngs, but this type of conference will rank 
high in the list paying l:4.g d:l.v:t.dends, :t.n the way of benef:t.ts, 
to the pupils and the te:schers. Better homogene:t.ty should re-
sult with its recognized aclvanta.ges.l Hc)meroom tea.chers should 
becont" much better a.c 
sense, and will, therefore, be better counsellors for them. 
·"This, of course, .leacls us to the 'Guidance Program' and 
is so related to it that it is a D3rt of it a.nd a contribution 
to it. 
"Any of you who ·~re especially interested in this work 
can find a.wealth of material on it. I hs.ve a fel'r books that 
deal ''lith the tooic th·,.t you may borrow: 
"Ellwood. P. Cubberley, The Princi<')al and His School. 
" Horn, The Gifted Child. 
" Horn, The Backward Child. 
1 Harl A. Douglass,. 'Modern l!ethods in High School Teaching, 
482-92. 
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Form C 59 
Report Card 
1 2 3 4 
SCHOnL CITIZENSHIP 
Narae. , ••• , .............. . 
Reading . .••...•....... 
Literature •........... 
G1·a.m1nar • •..••...•....• 
Spelling •....... ...... 
17fr 1 t ing . ... , ......•.. -. 
In the life of the school each pupil 
is afforded m:"nY opportunities to de-
velop the following traits of good 
citizenship. This checking represents 
our efforts to assist you in develop-
ing right attitudes in the mind of 
your child. 
··································-········ 1 2 3 4 
Industry . ..... • .... -...... ·• ....••... , .. 
~--~A~~hm~~ic~.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.--.-.-.-.--rhr1ft •.••........•.•.••........... ... 
• 
Social Sci............ Sportsmanship ............••.... " ..... . 
EIP::tlth Dev .•. ·-•........ Co-opera.tion •••....•. .................. 
i·:\1.slo Attitude........ Punctuality •.......................... 
C:cohestra............. Relia,bility ...•.... , ....... , ......... . 
ATt Attitude . ........ • 
S ev.r irtf!.' •••••. , •••••••.. 
S ... 'fl'Jp ••••••••. • ••••••••• 
...................... 
P :)sttt:re ••••••...•••..• 
H(-~:tght •• -.. ............. . 
\'feie;b.t ................ . 
l!orma.l 'lit ••••.....•... 
. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 
Days present •••......• 
ns.ys absent . ......... . 
Times t 8,rdy • .•..••.••• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 
THERE IS NO SUCCESS 
WITH>UT EFFORT 
Ini t.iati ve ... .. , ................... , .. . 
!Jerits ................................ . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Ee.ch child has 100 merits at the 'oe-
e;innine; of each semester. The number 
of merits will indic~te his school 
conduct. 
The chief factors leading to sucness 
in schol·•rship are regular end 'lrxnpt 
fl.ttendance, rJlenty of sleep, regulEJ.r-
Hy of habits, and p;ood health. We 
find that when p·,rents a.re actively 
inter"sted in the school life of the 
child much more progress is made • 
. . . . . . ................................ . 
Explana.t ion of Harks. 
A-excellent; !!-above average; 0-aver-
age; D-just Df1SBing; F-failing. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Teacher •. .............................. 
Prinoi pa.l • .••....•. ·- ••.. -..•........... 
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Form D 
CLASS TEACHER8 1 SPECIAL HB?C>RT 
Teacher Date ___________ _ 
Subject Cl<tss __________ _ 
Attitude Toward Class 1!/ork: 
Lazy ___ ~--------------------------------
Wastes Time ________________ .;._ ___ _._ ____ _ 
Work is CArelessly Don~ 
Oopies: Gets Too ::uch Help __ _..;. ______________ _ 
Gives Up Too Easily __________________ .;._ __ _ 
Anpesrs Not To Try_ ______________ __..~---_..;.___.--...;_ 
Inattentive _________ _ 
,---~,..-,,.,.-..,.-,-,~,-----------·----'---- --'---Does Not ]'inisn WorH: ___ _ 
--~------------
1'/ork of Grade Too Difficult------------------
COtTDUCT Inclined to lfisohief ___________________ ~-
Annoys Others __________________ -"·------
Whl.spers Too Huch -------------------------
Rest less _______ _ 
Discourteous _______________ _ 
·-----
Irre~;far Attendance. ____________ ___ 
~-_,....,-..,..---.,..--,..-----<..-:-,..,...,------------ .. -------'--'-"----Does N.ct Accept Resnonsibility ________________ ~
HEALTH 
Apnears Not To See Well 
Appears Not To Hear wen· 
Appears Not To Have En:Jugh Rest 
! 
I 
l 
j. 
I; 
1: 
Fornt E. REPOFj.T ()F Ul~SATISFACTORY WORK 
(Sent by homeroom teo.cher middle of C'\larter) 
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To Date 193 ------------------------------~i~s~n-o~t~doing satisfactory--w~o~rk~. 
rn the following school subjects as listed_ on the following 
cha.rt. The apparent reasons for failure are also checked so 
th3.t you moty know how to best cooperate with the school in 
securing better results. nre desire to work with you in what-
ever may be done to encourage the pupil to ma.ke the most of his 
opportunity. The Teachers, Principal, :md District Super in-
. tendent will be nleased to confer with ynu regarding the 
pupi 1 1 a V"ork. 
Very sincerely, 
HOme Room ·reo.cher Room No. 
i:5I:<Jtrict Superintendent 
Subject 
Attitude Toward School Werle ___________________ _,_;_ 
La.zy ----------------------------w~stes Time Work is Car~e""l-e~s'=s'""l":":y--:::D"""o_n."""e ______ -------
CopiM: Ge~s Too Uuch Help 
Gives Up Too Easily _ -------:-_:_ ---'--
Appears Uot To Try-----------·-----------
Inattentive 
Does Hot FiniSi:1 wO'ii{'-_ --- ---,.-----.---
Work of Grade Too Difficult==--==--------------
Conduct 
Inclined to !Hschief ----""· ------
Annoys Others --------------------- __ _ Whispers Too Huch _____________________ -----·---:---'-
RBstless 
Discourteous -
Irregular Attendance· ~---·------
Does Not Accept Responsibility ___ :- ____ --_-__ ::__:_:_:_:_:_:__·_ ... ·_ 
Health 
Appears Not to See Well.~--------------~--­
Al)pears Not to Hear Well 
Appears N:lt to Have Enou--g.,.h"'"""'R-e-str-_-_ ----'---------·--
Parentis Signature 
Remarks:-----------~---------------------~~-----------~-
;o:~=~~~--~- - -- ------------ --~ 
III 
EDUC~'TION:1L C+UIDA:JCTI: Pll.OGRA.H 
(Grades seven And eight) 
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This conf'crence is an effort of the orincipal to interest 
the teachers in Educaticmal Guidance <>.nd to explain to them 
some of the many 8dvantages it offers our school. It is a 
monologue in its entirety. 
the junior high school grades, and the keynote of all its activ-
ities .1 There is a definite need for guidance in our school be-
cause it is a na:rt o:f the educn.ticmal nrocess. Educational 
gui.d~'>.nce includes m.:.Jre than the guidance for vocatiom!.l reasons, 
it includes the guid.:mce in civic, socbl, and moral 8Spects 
as 1'1'ell. 
"It is related to, but does nJt include, such matters as 
discipline, methods of teaching, curriculum makinl<, vocational 
training and extra curricuhr aoti vi ties. . . 
''Guidance means a consci0us effort to direct the c4Cti1Ti-
ties of the pupil towa.rd the worthy objectives of good .health, 
good citizenship, worthy home meml,ership, strJng clv,.racteT, 
W•Jrthy use of leisure time, sui table vocation anrl greater edu-
c~tional opPortunities. 
11We should teach the best methods of gaining vocational 
informa.tion and the securing of proper standards for selecting 
a voc~;~ .. tion. 
1 District Suoerintendent, E"l.rl B. Shoesmi th . 11 Ealucational and 
Vocational Guidance for West P8.rk School~. Sem,inar naner 
written at the Univ. of Chicago in July 1933. \Much of his 
paper is repr0duced in this section.) · 
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"Guidance sl1ould dominB.te the acti vi ~a in the class-
room, clubs, homerooms and in the assembly programs. It would 
be impossible to att<J .. in a truly democratic school. without 
guidance because of the many who remain in school a.lthough 
they may be f•lilures as far as ac•J.demic achievements are con-
cerned. They must therefore, have individual treatr:tent for 
their indivic'\ual needs. 
11 l.fany juniol' high schools are successfully conducting 
1------~riT>lh a;-gu-i-d-ano-e-pror<:ram as I am prooosing for our school. We 
can also have a successful nrof!:ram if each wi +1 c~.tch the apir-
it and do his share, Although there is nothing unique about. 
this program, still it is not identica.lly the same as any other 
tha.t I knmv of. Like all other phases of school 11ork it mus.t 
be modified to meet the needs a.ncl to be usa.ble by our fac.ulty. 
It will not be nerfect but will help to meet a definite need 
as nothing else will a.."ld we sho>.ll all work to improve the or-
ganization as we improve nw1. gr•-.w with it. 
11 It is not as~mmed that e.ll teachers h'J.ve the necessary 
training or exoerience for carrying on gui(1ance work. It is 
simply necessary the1t ea.ch teacher accept resnonsibili ty in 
this work and be willing to study the problem and develop skill 
a.s we work. 
11 The pUrpose of this meeting is to describe briefly the 
administrative plan and a little of the philosophy for guid-
ance in our seventh aml eighth grades. There are other poss-
ible forms, but this plan seems to meet our needs and is prac-
tical to adopt in this time of school economy. 
"Although our school is of the traditional eight-four 
plan it has the seventh and eighth grades organized on a junior 
,; 
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high school plcl.!l with their homerooms and elective subjects. 
11It is difficult to orgnni:>:e a forma.l pl'U\ of Educational 
Guida.nce with such a. small groun as we h~ve and the m<my duties 
you teachers are already assuming. It is not my intention t") 
add another department to the already crowded program, but I 
ry do want to make the work of the homeroom tea.cher more effect-
" 
ive a<1d related by the gener8.1 guidance plan. By the proposed 
organiz!tti:m >'lnrl divi!lion of labor we simply give more admin-
istrative direction ;md coordimlte the work of the several de-
D3.rtmente as no11T organized with more attention on educational 
guidance. 
"The main features which ·•re to be ~dded are the guidance 
classes which ?-.re to be given so ths.t enoh seventh and eighth 
grade punil will have one forty minute period each '''eek of or-
ganized instruction .either with the Dea.n of Girls or the Dean 
of Boys. These two have been guiding: the nupils as extra curr-
icular leaders but they will now give r'"gulA.r instruction Col-
lowing a definite course of a tudy which they will work out with 
, the Guidance Committee. This course is to be related to the , 
other nhases of this nrop;rom which are the c'aily t<>.n minute 
homeroom nrogram, the weekly forty minute \>eriod for homeroom 
teacher's guidance, direction and su·coervision of this unified 
program will be by the District Sunerintendent, and the organ-
ization o.nd work of the Guidance Committee • 
. . ~ ..... ' . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . 
Homeroom plan 
nEvery teacher is a homeroom te'Jcher of a homogeneous 
group. 
l 
' 
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"There are two phases of homeroom teacher's activities: 
1. Each homeroom group wi 11 use the fi:r:st ten minute 
period ea.oh morning for general homeroom activities 
directed by the homeroom teacher. 
(There activities are to be organl.zed and Planned 
in detail by the homeroom teacher together with 
stuQ.ent officers) 
1. Chec~dnn; (l.t tenda.nce 
3. Explanation of bulletins, progr'lm announce-
ments. 
4. Discussion with the pupils of special fea-
tures of the curriculum. 
5. Expl:mation of the school handbook. to the class. 
6. Discussion of club or other soecial activity 
announcements. 
7. Observance of s:oecial ··Jays and 'l"ee'<:s. 
8. Thrift educ<"~tLm and bc>nk day. 
9. \"Tee'cly reports of cla.ss reoresentatives of 
the Student Council. 
10. Giving out of report cards and answeri.ng any 
questions as to p;rading methods or rules. 
"Each week a bulletin of suggestions for use in the 
ten minute homeroom period will be sent to the 
homeroom teachers from the Guidance Director (Dis-
trict Superintendent). The bulletins 1"Till contain 
matters of current school interest, program 
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ann·)uncements and suggestions, as the need becomes 
apparent, for the diso1~ssion of such ·tooics as 
courtesy, kindness, safety, thrift, cleanliness, 
health, honesty, self-control, real patriotism--a.ll 
of 1'1hich tend to helo the pupils form nroper habits 
of conduct and develop cha.racter. 
11 \'lhen there is no d8finitely olanned d:'ilY program 
j for this ten minute oeriod, the class work will start 
~~~~~~~--~--=~~~ ~~-1 at once so that eaci1do.y ;:my begin wTtndef1n1-te tvork 
as oreviously planned. 
2. "Once each week the te:J.chers of the eighth grade are 
to take the forty minute period following the ten min-
1,1te period to have suDervised study a.nd counseling 
for individuals who need a.ttenti::m and. adjustment. 
The seventh grade teachers Clre to counsel their home-
room classes in study period ":ih1e as scheduled on 
the pro;:;ram. 
Activities for this neriod: 
1, In'~erview failing pupils. 
2 •. Assist failing r:moils in arranging to make up 
work. 
3. Assist absentees in sxranging to make up work. 
4. Hake recomnendaticms th"t nupils drop clubs or 
take on extra activities. 
5. Discuss pers on:3.1 qufl,li ties with individual 
pupils. 
6. Discuss home visits with failing puoils and 
't 
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make a.rrane;ements to meet with parents either 
at home or in the office to inl"J,ce adjustments. 
7. Make our reports of conferences with failing . 
pupils and send to office. 
"Each homeroom teacher will have a regular scheduled con-
·ference after school with the District Superintendent. At·this 
time the difficulties of poor adjustments will be discussed, 
j p;rents notified or other suggested remedies started. It is 
rest. 
. ...................... . 
Dea.n of Girls 
"(Girls I advisor or Counselor. Educational and Voc~ti.onal 
' Advisor.) 
Duties: 
1. Teach e·'uca.tional and occupa.tional classes. (One for-
ty minute period to each grade each week.) 
2. Supervise school scoial program, assisting the princi-
ps.l. 
3. Guide in girl students• program ~aking. 
4. Supervise girls' health and be responsible for their 
·welfare. 
5. Check attendance of girls with nurse and principal. 
6. Advise girls in moral and ethical matters. 
7. Advise as to proper manners and conduct. 
8. Advise girls with difficult problems at home. 
9. Advise on use of leisure time. 
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10. Help to develop home. and school relationships. 
11. Adjust personality difficulties between teachers and 
girls. 
12. Helo the maladjusted girl. 
13. Maintain a better but simple stand~:.rd of dress. 
14. Adjust and orienta.te new girls. 
15. Help collect and classify occupationa.l informatbn. 
16. Help girls to fill aml internret self-ana.lyais blanks, 
17. Hake r?.tin;;;s and record character traits. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
De'3n of Boys 
"(Boys 1 P.dvisor or Counselor. Educationa.l r•nd Vocational 
Advisor.) 
Duties: 
1. Teach educational and vocational cla.!HleS as outlined 
by the Princi nal. (One forty minute peri·od for each 
grade each week.) 
2. Teach and sunervise health of boys. 
3. Advise and train for leisure time. 
4. l.!l'l.lrP rA.tings and record character. traits .• 
5. Heli:J boys to fill out and interpret sel:f'-ana.lysie 
sheets, (if reque.·,ted by the boys) 
6. Discuss personal qualities with individuals. 
7. Help develop home .and school relationships. 
8. Visit homes of nroblem boys after conference with. 
Superintendent. 
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9. Discuss morality codes with boys. 
10. Sur:>ervise school's ll.thletic program. 
11. Guide in boys' progra.m making. 
12. Adjust persons.li ty difficulties between teachers and 
boys. 
13. Help the maladjusted boy. 
14. Adjust and oriente.te new boys. 
15. Advise boys with difficult problems <.1t home • 
. . . . . ' .................... . 
. Principal (te11ching 3/4 day) 
"(Director of Prog;ram Clubs, Extra-Curricular Activities) 
,,, 
1. Assist dirllctor 0f guidance. 
2. Advise placement e.nd transfer of Dunils. 
3. Check attendance and excuses. 
4. Handle the discipline nrnblems. 
5. Supervise Stw1ent Council activities~ 
6. Act on Committee on 0,Uidance. 
7. Supervise Club activities. 
8. Teach in vocational guidance classes. · 
.... ~ ..................... . 
District Superintendent 
"Director of Guidance. (PUpil Adjustment, Parent Contacts). 
Duties: 
1. Supervise the formation of the master program. 
I
,Ji 
.. 
~-_. 
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?,, Secure, t~bt1l"•te ~:>n'. inter:nret any clata which is need-
ed for improving the r,uinance work in the school. 
3. H".ve regular personc,.l intArviews with the teachers. 
(One each •vee\-:.) 
4. Hold faculty meetinc;s to .1iscuss educi'ttional guidance 
and to explain the local "'roblems. (Discuss spirit, 
pur nose and means of p;uid:omce,) 
:::. Call and nreside at guid.Emce cor.1mittee meetings. (Com-
Girls and Boys.) 
G. Organize and direct re:nedial wor1:, 
7. Investicate 1:mc1 as•c;ist with extre:11e ·r,l·oblem cases. 
8, Stnvey subjects and, study curriculum. 
9. SuoPrvise devisinp: a.nd use of recorc1 f·.wms. 
10. Intervie'"' all mwils se>c>n <>.fter th8y enter school to 
secm·e all possible information about them, their 
nlans anc1 their previr_•us school ancl s.ocial !.'l.chi:evrments, 
11. Asr.ist pu·oils in tl~.e intelligent choice of CO'Jrses and 
clubs in the ·:.ight of their <J,bi li tie A, interests ::mel 
future voca.tj.o112.l plans. 
12. Investigate home and social c·1ncli tionB offecting the 
progress of the child, make friendly contact with 
narents. 
13. Secure aiel and coonAratinn of social and remedi31 
agencies 1~hen necessary. 
14. Interview such failing pupils as ma.y be exneciaJ.ly 
referred to him a.nd suggest rer:,edial measures .• 
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15. Interview graduating class and assist in making their 
programs for fl.rst year in high school. 
16. Give testa for high school advisor. 
17. Send cumule.ti ve records of the graduating pupils to 
the high school. 
18. Give, score and record mental and a.chievement tests. 
~~ i 19. Send out bulletins to guide the Homeroom teachers and 
'-1-, 
'! 
.f--
the Deans in their guidance activities. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"This probably sounds as if it will be an enormous under-
taking;. It will be wol·k but I believe we shall enjoy the ex-
perience and we shall be well repaid for our efforts. 
"Those of you who C'lre to read more on the- Guidance work 
may borrow my books: 
L. v. Koos, "The Junior High School". 1987. 
Koos and Kefauver, "Guidance in Secondary Schools", 
1932. 
Other good books are: 
A. F. Payne, 11 0rga.niz<ttion of Vocationa.l Guidance", 
1935. 
1'1. M. Proctor, "Educati:mal an<'l Vocationel Guidance", 
1925. 
"At our next meeting, which is intended primarily for the 
Dean of Girls a.nd the Dean of Boys, but to which you other la-
dies gre more than welcome, we will discuss the guidance work 
to be studies in the forty minute period. 
n A.ll of you will find it worth you ,.,hile to come and be 
acquainted with wha.t is new in our school. 11 
~ 
;i, 
., 
I 
'•I' 
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IV 
EDUCATIONAL GUITJA~TCE PROGRAH 
(Grades seven and eight) 
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This conference is to follow up the introductory confer~ 
ence (part III) which introduced and exnlained the Guidance 
program in general. This meeting is to complete the general 
set up and emphasize the forty minute Guidance period course ·':J'! 
"The guidance program as planned for our school includes 
the following three ~spects:l 
1. a) Sunervision of all guicl.ance by the Director of 
Guidance (District Superintendent), 
b) Special case guidance where necessary and feasible. 
2. Homeroom teacher guidance. 
3. Special COUl'Se in 11 Educati·m~l Gu '.dance". 
"This is the topic for our consideration this afternoon. 
"In guidance work there a.re those who interpret the de-
partment very generally and say that Guidance is required in 
tea.ching all of the Cardinal Principles of Educati:m, hence 
Guidance is Educ<ttiort. 
11 0n the other extreme of interpreters :o;re those who defin"-
:f 
,'! · itely believe in the benefits of scientific educn.t10nal and vo-
,'"i:.~. !.'i cB.tional guidance, to the degree that they have created exten-
·.,.ll··· . sive and intensive "Guidance 1~·-chinery". These people advoca.te 
l this phase of the school work to be the core function of ~~~ 
;.-. ;~ !~ 1 w. R. Hoar, Op. cit, ¥~ 
I 
l 
,·j 
·:.~ 
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secondary education. 
"Between these two extrer:~ea of interpreters oan be found 
the others who have sufficient interet3t and insight in the res• 
ponsibili ties aa Educators, to have given the Counseling uro-
gram at least some serious thought and consideration. 
"Q.uite striking to me was the statement made by Superinten-
dent Willi "lln J. Bog;m, of the Chicago Schools 1 while adressi:ng 
the Voc-:,ti:mal rmd Ecluoational Guidance Session of the National 
this was his s tatemc:mt: Teachers must not take g1.1idance work 
too seriously. If we c:m get the ;oupils to think about their 
future and their vocc•tion from time to time, we should consider 
ourselves fairly successful as Counselors. 
"The following Course of Sl~udy for grades seven and eight 
he>.s been planned a.s a tenta.tive outli "e, which will be su1mle-
mented and changed as experience .and ch•1nging conditions d.eem 
feasible. 
. ............ -.. 
"Voo'ltioo"ll and Ed.ucs.tional Reading Course 
11 Time: One forty minute period each week for each grade. 
11 Proce~: 1. Classroom re3ding and discussion. 
3. Supplementary reading (out of class). 
3. Individual scrapbook, covering the two year 
course, divided by semesters and units. 
ttLow 7th Grade: 
Units: A.. Learning and developing effective study methods 
and habits. 
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11~; Four to six wee':s 
(It is understood ooooeration in fixing these ht;tb-
its will be fotthcoming from all teachers). 
"B. Biograohies: 
The general aim is to become acquainted with bio-
p.;raphies of some people who 're outstanding suo-
ceases. 
11 f bi 1 t d b . • f ~~~----------------~-,s-:-:-·:_e_i_c_: __ s_u_c-:-:-:-:-·:,-",-11-:-:-t--1 :-1-l-c-:-e-:-:--:-:-·-:-e-.:-:-1-lr-:-:--1-:-y~0t_h __ e----~-----
v 
r ll .. 
IJ•! 
i i' 
f 
1 
amount of accumulated worldly goods. 
"Bicgr"uhies a.re to be selected from the five major 
fields of work, ie. Agriculture, Business, Industry, 
feasible· make ch·Jices from the three training lev-
els in each major field, ie. the little-skilled, 
skilled, an,J the trained leader or executlve.l 
"Time: Last twelve to sixteen. weeks will be STJent in this. 
"Proced~: 
"A. Girls v1ill study successful ladies in the trainiag 
levels and fields of work. 
11 B. Boys 1vill similarly sturly succE>sAful men. 
"C. Both groups will develop an outline in :::lass, of the 
important qualities of these people: 
1. Comm:.m to all. 
2. Not common to all. 
"(The lists of biographies are not listed for these 
Hill, Vocational Civics. 
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V•cry good reasons: 
11 1. Ideally, the punils 1 under the direction of the 
· ' Counselor 1 will choose a good pnrt of their own 
lists. 
11 2. More th,o.n one auth .,ri ty should contribute to the 
finr.;l lists, 
' ' 11 3. The lists will constantly ch,,m~e as new people 
i become recognized and oush their way to the top. 
' 1 
1 "HiP;'h 7th Grade: 
"Unit:: A. The Value of an Ell.ucation. 
"Aim: Show the relation between a good well-round-
ed educnti:m plus training in a specialized 
field <"~f ~:orork B.n!'l onnortuni ty :for snccnssful 
living. 
"By sho,·•.rinr; the rel,tion between these 
types of eclucn t ion and successful people, 
the a·lvantages of B.n e;~.UO'•tinn t~ill be def-
ini tely Fm:~ nr'1Cticccl1y "resented to the 
pu,-,ils, 
"Sho••r that a le,ok of e 'i1cation in one or 
more of these nhases of an othc>rwise well 
educated person greatly handicaps him and 
ma.y even keep him from a successful life, 
11~: First half semester. 
"Procedure: 
"Work on the bases of a well-rounded education as out-
lined by the Seven Cc>rdinal Principles of Educ:,tion: 
11 1. Command of the Tool Subjects 
'( 11 2. E<'lucn.ti·)n for 17orthy Citizenship 
11 3. Education for 1.'/<Jrthy Home Hembership 
11 4. Vocational Eiucation 
11 5, HP•llth Education 
11 6. !.!oral or EthicB.l Education 
1
•7; Educ8.tion for Worthy Leisuxe. 
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"Aims: 1. To help pupil make self-analysis of personality 
and traits. 
and lia.bili ties. 
":3. To wark for self-impr-Jvement on basis of his 
findings from the analysis. 
(Und8ubtedly this is one ::>f the most inportant 
of the t1•ro years' units. Certainly everyone 
naturally wants to be a success and the "ele-
mente of nersont1li ty ;;md chsr"l.cter" are more 
frequently the "limiting factor" in determining 
success thsn any other fs.ctor or group of fact-
ors. 
"Tine: Seconrl half semester 
1112:Q_cedure: 
11 1. Use Profess or Beauchamp 1 s "Self .,.Inventory of 
Personality Qu8.lities 11 or dev:lse one with the 
aid of the c le.ss. 
11 2. Self-test E'.t onening of this unit end again at 
end of eighth grade. 
11 3. Be sure you gain and keep the confidence of the 
class to make this unit successful. 
n4, Discuss and evalu·•te the qualities of Beau-
champ's teat, the test the class devised, and 
such other lists as are l'tvailable, as the one 
by Superintendent Hamilton, Oak P"lrk Junior 
Hit;h School, Chicago. ( Th11.t list will be pre-
pared in time for you to use.) 
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11 5. Study the results of having these traits under 
contr.ol or not under control. 
mined by his traits and his control of them. 
11 7. Review some biogr"lphies of the first term and 
attempt to analyze the traits of each.which 
made for success; which limited advancement. 
"Lol'l andl!igh 8th Grade: 
"Unit:·.: fl.. The Choice of a Vocation. 
"Aims: 1. Get pupils to begin exclorati0Il. of .some of the 
five to six thousand jobs most common in our. 
' ' . 
work-a-d'W \vorld, especially to s.nalyze the 
jobs into the five ma:jor fields of l1!0r'k:. 
11 2. To aid pupils to find their potentbl abilities 
for a vocation. 
(The wise counseling of those who a.re attempting 
to find whott occupation they gre interested. in, 
as a means of establishing themselves on an 
economically independent foundation, is one of 
the most serious and important tas:ts anyone can 
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undertake.) 
11~: Full ye11.r except the last six wee\:.13. · 
"Procedure: 
n1. See tha.t the most authentic, up-to-date liter-
ature is ~.vailable in the room of guidance. 
11 2. Hcwe each punil do some general reading on each 
of the five fields of labor, ie. Agriculture, 
Business, Industry, Home-making, and the Pro-
fessions. 
11 3, Counsel as a ole.ss or smaller units as of ten, 
as much as possible, thus sa.ving a lot of time 
for all. 
his occun2.ti ona1 interests and aptitudes, i:t' and 
when they h:we been discovered by the pupil• 
"5. Counsel in adjustments where anparent misfits 
are loc•1.t ed. 
11 6, Encourolge each to concentrate ·his readings in 
his field of discovered interests; narrow ·~he 
scoYJe of interests and reading as the certain-
ty and permanency of interests develop. 
11 7. Gather all the information possible about the 
punils by: 
11 a) Cumul3.tive record card: 
I. Q., A. Q., c. A., Subject grades, Health, 
Physical deficiencies, Tea.chers 1 ra,ting!l of 
tr?its, Extra-curricul.3r activities. 
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11 b) Visits to home 
11 1. Attitude of :pu:oil toward, education and 
vocation, 
11 2. Attitur.1e of faml.ly in same. 
11 3. Economic status of family. 
11 4. Whether he is oldest child. 
"c) Visiting Teachers 
11 They can give interpretati m of some or 
11 d) Attendance Officer 
(Same Possibilities) 
''e) Health Nurse 
(Same Possibilities) 
11 f) Conferences with puoil 
11 g) Aptitude tests 
11 h) !ialre all adjustments as they prove necessary, 
(as they are bc_1und to do), because of the 
self-analysis, better job-analysis, fl.nd con-
ferences, and as a result of their exper-
iences in try-out courses. 
"Unit: B. Educational Guidance, especially the High School 
Curricula. 
"Aim: Prepare the pu:oils for the new school through a 
short introductory orientation course. 
11 Time: La.st six weeks in eighth grade, 
"Procedure: 
' d-
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"A. :Acquaint the punils with the senior high school as 
to: 
1. Curricula 
2. General administration and matriculation 
3. General plan of ooeration of system 
4. Extra-curricular a.ctivi ties 
5. Traditions 
(Have High School Principal, Freshman Advisors, 
and Student Officers, talk to the class, Have 
class visit the High School.) 
11 B. Concentrate on guidance as it relates specifically 
to each pupil's chosen vocation. 
II 0 • !f 
cular University or College, those reouirel'lents 
should be briefly explsined to th0 pupil. 
11 D. Ac;sist the class to fill out the program C8.rds for 
the first term of the Freshm<tn year. 
11 E. Re-test the class with the Self-analysis test uf)ed 
in the seventh grade to see if the individuals have 
improved. 
"Unit B. (Part 2) 
11 Counsel the fe'"• if any, pupils w·ho plan to go to work 
upon completing the eighth ~rade. 
"A. Attempt to persuade them to continue their educa-
tion. 
11 B. Second choice, attempt to interest them in part-
time day education. 
",,,--------
'J'; ; 
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11 C. Explain the night-school opportunities. 
11 D. Discuss the opportunities to learn 8. tl'ade in 11 Trade 
Schools" and the t:!.me s1wing methods used. 
11 E. Lastly, exnlc.in the oossibilities of continuing edu-
ca.tlon through corresr>·Jndence schools, p;ood books and 
magazines dealing with the conditions in general and 
with particular vocatj.ons. 
11 Uni t E. (Part 3) 
"Placement: 
"A. Counsel in tynes of jobs to accept anr1. not to 
accept: 
(Health, }.·roral work, Chance~> for advancement, 
"B. Find placement 
"C. Issue work nermits 
....................... 
"You can see that there is much to be done and the bene-
fits should be many '3nrl VDlU'lble. 
"Some intere rting materi2tl for those who are interested 
will be found in these references. The ones of my preference 
are listed first: 
"Copy of the bibliogranhy used by .Dr. Woellner, U. of 
Chicago, in his Guidance Classes. 
"President Hutchin 1s, U. of Chicago, "Morality Code". 
"Hill, "Vocational Civics". 
"Reavis, "Pupil Adjustment". 
w .. · .>~ 
i 
"Books for the punils are: 82 
11 Ziegler and Jaquette, 11 Choosinr; an Occupation", 
11 Hutchirt 1s, "~':or,.Uty Code''• 
"Hill, 11 Vocat\onal Civics", 
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CHAPTER V 
THE nTDIVIDUAL CONFEREUCE 
The individual conference is the meeting in which all pro-
blems neculiar only to an individual teacher should be dis-
cussed and solved. Here is the place for .the tee.cher to ask 
questt·rns that she does not care to ask in group or general 
meetings, that are difficulties she wishes the princf,,al to 
~--~~~-
assist her in smoothing out. 
There 8J:e certain underlying principles thl:l.t the princinal 
must observe if he exnects this most important of all types of· 
conferences to be effective: 
and 
conduct the conferc·nce in a most democratic manner. 
He must win and keep the confidence and respect of the 
teacher. 
He must develop and practice an effective technique for 
conducting the conference: 
l. TherA must be a wholesome rapport este.blished before 
any real conference wo.rk can be attempted. To gain this at-
mosnhere, the rrincinal spea.ks of some tonic of general inter-
est • either related or unrela.ted to the. narticular issue to be 
discussed at the conference. As soon as a congenial frame of 
mind has been developed, the actual conference should get under 
way, so that no time is unnecessarily wasted. 
Usually this :ra,nport developing j,s nat necessary when 
the teacher has requested the conference, as she. is ready to 
' 
' 
•.!: 
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j. 
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get to the nr·oblem directly. 
2. Be definite in the quest 1 nns asked anr'! answered. 
3. Limit the discussion to not more than one or two major 
t :mics. Bref'lk these into definite sub-topics by thorough 
analysis. 
4. Make all criticisms constructive; try never to tear down 
without offering something better in its place • 
5. Make the discussion a.s impersona.l as possible. This can 
L ;f--·. ~~b"'e"'s•t---,;;b"'e~done by seeing to it thi'J.t you can always give some ped-
agogical or psychological nrincinle to back up your remarks. 
6. Have the teacher feel that she is successful and that 
she can attain an even greater degree of success by making cer-
tain corrections, substitutions, omissions, and adr'l.iti·)ns in 
her attitude, teaching technioues, presentation of subject 
matter, or nrepa.ration. 
Burton has set up the following princinles for successful 
individual conferences:l 
The Consultation with the Teacher. 
l. During the consul tat ion the StF>erviSJor must preserve the 
impersonal, objective, scientific attitude. (Susnended judgment 
and open-mindedness.) 
a) Conl')lirllent what is good, rriving your reasons why. 
Give credit for new ideas. (Rec:Jgnition of work well done ml'tkes 
adverse criticisms easier when they are necesse.ry.) · 
b) Discuss all errors and correctLms on impersonal, 
scientific grounds. Disnose of errors by giving pedagogical 
and psycholor;ical arguments and by supplying the correct proce-
dure. Avoid the use of nrn and nyou". 
c) Correct one error at a time. Differentiate between 
errors of routine ancl the more important ones of teachingpro-
cedure, or professional attitude. 
1 Dr. Gray, "Class Outlines"; William H. Burton, The Su]?er-
vision and Improvement of Teaching, 416. 
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d) When a teacher persists in a procedure that iS 
clearly wrong, the supervisor must insist tactfully but none 
the 1.ess, firmly that the correct nrocedure be P,;iven full and 
fair trial. 
2. ~Thile the im:oersonal attitude must preve.il in viewing 
and discussing the teacher's work, there should be a.kindly 
tact and sympathy manifested which will assist in puttinr, the 
, teacher at ease and in furthering the purposes of the consult,-
: ation. 
a) The supervisor must exnect to win the confidence 
and cooperaticm of his teachers much as the teacher w:i,ns the 
same things from the children. 
3, The sunervisor must distinGUish between his functions 
as a judge a.nd rs.tor of teaching, as as an a.ssista.nt in better-
H---~ing teacrrin~·~.------------------~~----------------------~ --~-------
4. In making final judgments and imnortant recommendations, 
.a.pa.rt from the everyday consultation, there must be a careful 
balance of the scientific and the person •1 factors • 
a) The politics, religion, "temperamental reactions 11 , 
etc. of either the teacher or the sunervisor a.re not lAgitimate 
elements in supervisory or :,dministrative discussiqns. 
b) Specifically, this means that a teacher should not 
be condenmed for other things than pedagogical faults. On the 
other hand, she should not be tolerated in the system when she 
cannot or will not adapt herself to recognized and clearly 
demonstrable peil.agogical procedures. 
The consultations should not take pl'lce in front r;f the pu-
pils, but in either the teo.cher 1 s room or in the office. In 
our school the soed.uled conferences are in the Superintendent 1s 
office. The unscheduled ones with the principa.l are a.nywhere 
that is nrivate. 
The conferences should not be hurried and neither should 
they be too lenghthy. They are most successful if held when 
neither party is tired. 
These meetings must be a give and ta1te discussion, not a 
monologue by either party. 
Mrs. Dorsey makes the statement that supervision to liber-
ate the teacher must be in itself free and generous, given in 
,' l' 
' ' I 
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an ungrudging, open-h'mrled, nt-a.ny-time, at-any-nlace sort of 
a way,l 
Collinr.r,s m:ctde this coD1l,tent concerning individual confer-
ences that is very significant:2 
It demands an individual method in every instance, for 
teaching procedures apr)ly to individual teachers. It involves 
in this sense a meth·)d of nrn~;rmn that ClBSists each and every 
individual teach Pr in the construction anrl. use of a pracedure 
designed to overcome a 0 --rti.cular difficulty involved in the 
~timul:ltion or direction of children's purn,)seful activity. 
The individual teacher conference seems to be the moAt fee.sible 
met held of indi vi(lU".l nr::>t~nosis. The individuOI.l teacher confer-
ence seems to be th.f'~mD~'Lt_D.x_a_e_t_i_n,:Lt____meJ;hnd_f_o!'-1J'I<'!.eJ;_ingJlle_j;w..o·----­
ba:'lic de1nands of inc'ividual prc)gnosis of teaching, ie. con-
. strc1Ction of a pl'.!n designed to overcome a. pa.rticular diffi-
culty, and use of this plan in overc 'Jming the difficulty in 
actual teaching. 
"The princi1Jles of growth, activity, goal, drive, success 
and leading on should nrevo.i 1 in the teacher conference," says 
Collings in his discussion of the indi·:icl.ue.l conference. 
He continues: The teacher sh:mld be nfforded stimulation 
and direc·tion to initi"lte, evalu·,te and to cll<JQSe teaching dif-
ficulties (goals) to initie~te, evaluate, choose e.nd organize 
means (procedures~ designed to ovc'rcor:te her difficulties; to 
execute her means ( prrJcedures); a:nd to suggest new wnys of 
teaching (leading on). The extent to which this procedure gov-
erns the teacher conference, in that -oroportion will result in 
~ea.cher growth-construction of effective tea.ching orocedures. 
An interesting study was m'.1de to find the comparative ef-
ficiency of the individual conference versus the group conferQnce, 
by Fuller:3 
He found that those teachers who were su-oervisedby the in-
dividual conference were getting over better teaching than the 
1 Mrs. S. M. Dorsey, "Su-oervision a.s Liberating the Teacher", 
N. E. A. Proceedings, 1917, vol. 1, 239. Burton, ?uper-
vision and Improvement of TeacJa.t'!.l&• 412. 
2 Ellsworth Collings, Schoq_l Sunerviaion in Theor;£ and Pra.ct-
~. 235-240. 
3 H. H. Fuller, 11 Re1Rtive Effectiveness of the Gro,)p Supervision 
and the Individu2,1 Sunervisi,)n Conference;" Department of 
Superintendence. 8th Yearbook, 336-338 
' 
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group conference tes.ohers in the subjects measured.· Reading 
showed better than three to one s.nd Arithmetic was one a.nd one-
half to one times a.a well done. 
;.i•. 
as 
CHAPT.E:R VI 
THE DJDIVIDU:•l CONFERE!mES 
These conference!'l are not stenographic renorts. They a.:re 
·reproduced as accurately as possible from memory. 
(Seventh Grade Remedial !.!athernatioe) 
This conference is based upon the ')roblems of a seventh 
grade te,tcher who is trying to help remedy difficulties of pu-
nils in arithmetic. 
This is a case of a teacher who didn't know .how to proceed· 
with a seventh grade class in remedi :3.1 mathematics. 
She had been groning about with the group of twenty-five 
a workable 
program under way, 
The following iS a conference which took place between 
this teacher and. the princi"al concerning the difficulty: 
Teacher: "I have been working with these mmils for four 
weeks but I feel we are not m?king the progress "''e should. Have 
you some suggestions a.s to what to do?" 
Principal: 11 '11ell, Y·:>U must not fee.l discouraged. You 
have met with them only eight times. It takes a while to get 
any progra.m working. Your job is first to p;et the pupils to 
' ·· feel they want to uncover all of the problems that bother them, 
for they are not in the class to hide what they don't under-
stand but to let you know their difficulties. Will you tell 
me definitely what you hAve done? 11 
T: 11 We have been working on the fundamentals in whOle. 
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numbers, fractions and decimals. Some of the puoils have im-
proved considerably but most of them a.re as poor .ss before. 
They are tired of the drills, it seems. 11 
P: "There are some interesting checks for some process-
es that stimulate the intArest in doing the processes, as in. 
;I· 
,f addi ti Jn and multi plioat ion of wh:>lA numbers. Ha.ve you taught 
.I: 
:~ 
them these checks?u 
T: "I don't think so. What are they? 11 
P: "Here are the directions for addition: First add as 
usu•.>l; then add the fip;ures in each addend, horizontally. If 
any such sum is a. two digit number, add those numbers horizon-
tally until a one number sum is finally obtained. The third 
step is to add thAse one number sums vertically, their sum must 
similarly be reduced to a one number sum by horizonta.l addition. 
The fourth step is to add the answer sum, horizontally andre-
duce it to a sine;le number by continued horizontal addition of 
each sum of more than one number. The final single.sums should 
comDare. 
4978 28 
7432 16 
1600 7 
7793 35 
21802 
13, (4) 
10 1 
7 7 
7 '7 
7 7 
·~z 
·- . (4) 
"The child likes to nrove addi-
tbn this way and gladly works 
addition problems to do the check-
ing and willingly goes over the 
"l'Ork to find a.ny error if the work 
does not check. 
11 It might be said that this method of checking is commonly 
used in ba.nks as an economicAl and effecient method of checking 
addition when machinery has not been used. 
,l. 
i j 
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"Subtraction ctmnot be checked by this method satisfactor-
ily because many of the minuends aunt u:o in a; sml'lller number than 
the subtrahend, Those probler:~s that do not he.pnen to fall into 
that class ccm be checked just like an addition exce1)t that .the 
vertic 1 work with the sumrned minuend and subtrahend is subtract-
ion instead of addition, In other words the Drecese is the same 
as the original problem, for the vertical o·,rt of the summed 
numbers. 
that cannot be checked as a.bove: oan be so checked: 
179 
-45 
I34 
17 8 Obviously 
9 -9 
r 9 cannot be 
279 18 9 
-127 10 -1 
l53 (8) 
(8) 
taken from 8, 
"Because of this chance, the best rule for checking is to 
add the difference to the subtrahend and the sum should be the 
minuend. 
"Hultiolication can be very easily checked by this method 
by keeping in miind that the vert ic9.l work vri th the final hori-
zontal sums is the same :orocess as the original problem, ie. 
mul tiolic•tti on. 
2374 
397 
166I'S 
21366 
7122 
942478 
34 
16 7 
19 10 
(7) 
7 
1 (7) 
Obviom'lly this is a much simpler 
and faster way of checking big 
multiplication J);i.'oblems the.n by 
division, and much preferred by 
the :oupils." 
!: IINo, I didn't know them, myself. I certainly will 
show them to the pu·:·i ls." 
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P: "Yes, I 1m sure they will take to them enthusiastically. 
Unfortunately there is no Siml)le wa.y to prove long division ex-
amoles that I know of. 
nDo you know vrhich puoils miss certain types of prob-
lems ?" 
T: "Well, I know which kinds are missed most frequently 
but I think these checks will cut addition and multiplication 
out of the list.» 
p-:---11-m;,-t-ney-rrd_d_o-you-kmJw-jus-t-wrra-t-tn-e-tr----utrfi-ouJ:t·tes 
are in these oroblems that cause them trnuble?" 
T: "In general. We l!:now where the mistakes are most fre-
quently made,u 
P: "What do you do about them?" 
T: 11 We realize tha.t to improve, we must reduce the number 
of err·)rs so we try to remember the correct processes and steps 
that we have studi'"d and elimin?te the wrong habits from our 
future work. " 
P: "Do you drill them on the same kinds.of problems after 
corre,~ting the Jnieta1ces? 11 
T: "Yes, if we hrwe time left after correcting the mis-
takes. 11 
P: 11 Do all of the pupils drill on the same problems?" 
T: "Yes. We all do the same wor:{." 
P: "Certainly some of the pu,Jils don't need the practice 
that others need most. Don 1 t you think some are wasting their 
time working problems they have already mastered instead of 
practicing on the ones that arp not mastered?" 
I i ' 
T: "I h<>.dn 1 t been really concerned with that. I was 
working the group as a unit, an·.l was trying to eliminate the 
most common errors first, on t1Je theory that I was doing the 
gre11.test good when serving the greatest number of pupils. 11 
P: "Well, some of the purils a.re doing fine, no doubt, 
but some of them aren 1 t getting much help this way. 
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"What do you think of making a comolete survey of your 
class ancl then set up each nupil 1s dif:f'lculties as a challenge 
to him? 
11 For instance, you will find many nupils can subtract 
mixed numbers correctly if the fra.ctions have a common denom-
inator, who cannot do a similar problem if the fractions are 
exr,ressed in different denom:in8tnrs, as: 
A is easier than.-•••.•..... , ........... B 
29 6/8 
-17 2/8 
. 39 6/8 
-17 1/4 
11 ~ still more difficult type is the one whose minuend 
fraction is smaller than the Bl,lbtraheri.d fraction, requiring the 
borrowing of a "'hole number and changing it into s.n equi va.lent 
fraction of the same denomin"·.ti Jn as the common denomin2.t or, 
adding it to the minuend numera.tor, 2"nd then doing the subtract-
ing, as: 
A is easier than 
15 1/2 
-10 1/3 
• • • •. • •.••. • .... • • • •. • B . 
15 1/2 
-10 2/3 
"The pupils who he.ve trouble •vi th these problems must have 
the steps presented to them the same as in the fifth grade. Of-
ten wrong habits must be broken by replacing them with correct 
steps. 
"'''11''~------···· ------
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11 Division of fractions also cause much trouble and man.y 
mistakes because of these reasons, chiefly: . Some pupils don't 
know or forget to invert the divisor before they multiply; many 
invert the divident instead of the divisor. 
"An analysis of results --:>f the opera.tion. often clarifies 
this ':lrocess permanently, or some. Be sur<~ to drill after re-
teaching the steps, because new a.nr1. correct hab.i ts are to be 
instilled in the place of old erroneous ones. · 
11 We must be sure the m.l~0ils understand the significe.nt 
} difference between a number multinlied by a fraction and divi-
; ded by the same fraction, as: 
A. 1 X 1/2 is 1/2 That is, one half of one is one half'. 
E. 1 + 1/2 is :~/1 That is, nne divided by one ha-lf ie t~-vo ~ 
11 A pie divided into halves becomes two pieces of one hl;l.lf 
each. 
"Convince the pupils that .these difficult:ies '1.1.'e not 
really difficult to overcome once an understa.nding of them is 
obtained by the T,Ju"ils. ·Have the pupils t<Ji:e ·these difficulties 
as bars or hurdles to overcome in order to reach the finishing 
tape, which is me.stery of the nrocesses in all of their 8.D''11-
cations. As soon as one difficulty is mastered have the pupil 
'1 feel he has achieved a creditable. and satisfactory goal.'' 
T: "That sounds fine, but how will I get time for doing 
a.ll of this individu!'tl wor1r? I'm so busy now I don't see ho'l't 
I b9.n do that, too." 
P: "It won't be so much work. As soon as you make the 
diagnostic survey, put the pupils to work mastering their 
' 
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particular difficulties and don't bother them or yourself with 
the types they passed one hundred percent in the survey test, 
"Gather ten to twenty problems of a particular process or 
tyne you wish to have a pupil drill upon. We 1 11 mimeogr<t])h 
enrJugh conies so th3t each punil may have as amny copies as are 
needed, Then as you and a P'.Jnil get rea.Cty for a type problem, 
get this sheet, and t<llze the drill H involves. 
"Put the answers on the too of the sheet and tell the pU.-
pils to fold the answers unc1er until they finish the drill. 
Thus they can check their own work 'lnd you will be free to ass-
ist other nupils. 
"Then have test sheets, two problems of each tyDe for each 
nrocess, When a nunil has worl~ed correctly a set of drill prob-
lems, he should be gi vcm a test ahAet. These can rRadily be 
fitted to individual needs by chec;,ing the pa.rtioular problems 
to be tested on. Include, always, a.s rRvieY.', every type that 
the pu~,il has already nassed, 
"It will help to 1reep up interest if each punil hM a 
progress chart which will sho1~ you a.nd him at a. gll'!.nce his oro-
gress. 11 
T: 11 What kind of a chart c···uld I make for that?" 
P: "Something on this order would be aa.tisfa.ctory: 
INDIVIDUAL PROGRESS CHART 
D~te 
(7th Gra.de Remedial lta.thematics) 
1. Whole No. 
Add Subtre,ct I!ul t iply 
X X X 
2. Fraction X X X 
Na.me 
Divide 
X 
X 
r 
l 
I 
t 
J 
·r, ~ 
l 
l ~ 
'········ t
3. J.:ixed No. 
4. Decimals 
5. Denmn.Ho. 
6. Percents 
Add 
x 
I 
Subtra.ct 
X 
II 
:lultiply 
X 
III 
Divide 
(Percents to be c1rcle0. when mastered.) 
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...... , .............................. ' ........................... . 
"You will !mow at a glance t:·1at this nupil has mastered the 
whole numbrnfi, fraot ions ann. all of the mixed numbers except 
di v:lsion. This is the unit he aho_u.ld-he-W-?r-:<-i-n00n.-.J!'--~------
T: 11 Th11t is fine. I'm sm:e I c::m u8e thos·e sug:•:estions". 
P: ''.Well, that will hel0 in mechanical problems, I think. 
Thou:;11t or·Jblems are more ri.ifficul t to get across becG.use of 
tlle extra f:c.otors to be c:msidered such l'lS low reading ability, 
Ho,rever we will not worry :;1bout the>.t just yet, but it wi 11 be 
well to be thinkinll: and figuring on it." 
T: ttThank you, I 1 lllJrobably bother you S')me more, al-
though I think I understand everything, now." 
P: ''You might talk to ;'iss Doe l'l.b ·ut this. She is d:>ing 
som"l fine work in fifth and sill:th :r.enJedial arithmetic classes. 
"Brueckner's 11J,Tethods of Teaching Diag11 'St ic ~nd Remedial 
Arithmetic" hc~s some good sugp;P.ations, y·)u will find. 
11 Thorndyke's 11 'l;he Teachine of Arithmetic" is also very· 
good. 
"You will also find two interestinf; discussions in the 
Californi 3. Journal of Elementary Education. They are in Nov. 
1933 and Feb. 1934. They are entitled, "An ll:VC~lua.tion of Four 
Hethods of Teaching Decim9ls1 by M. Norde.h1". 
I:,.'' 
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II 
(7th GrB.cle) 
This teacher of seventh and eir;hth grade social science 
was attempting to make tlle necessary and ,-,roper readjustments 
so as to nut the newly revised cour"le of study into more ef-
fective operation. 
factual, question-a.nmi\Ter meth,xl , which seemel~. to be more of a 
handicap than an asset, in the l.if':ht 8f the new course and the 
recommended methods of teachinf', it, The p;oa.la to be realized 
are so cliff8rent from those in the old course and even the 
methods are very different. 
An effort to r;et unde:rway is shown in the following con-
ference between this teF~.cher and her princinal: 
Teacher: "I h3ve been wor'dnp; c:>nscientiously to nut 
those new ideas into practice but the puoils cJ.on't seem to be 
interested or to be te.'dng .their work serioualy. I feel they 
aren't r;etting much out of ti1e work. Com you p;i ve me any 
suggestions?" 
Prinoioal: "Just what are you wor1dng 8n now?" 
T: "We are studying the United. States in the seventh 
grade clas"Jes and Europe in the ei.ghth grade classes." 
P: "How do the seventh r-;raders nrooeed in their study? 
How long have they been studyine; th' United States?'' 
T: "1Ve began two weeks ago, We have compared the United 
States with Canada, in size, and he:ve discussed the relationships 
. -·- ----
o:f' them, politically and economically. We .hav.e also touched 
·, l!exico in the . same resoect s. 
"Then we studied the location in more detail, the.ocean 
currents; climates in genera.l, and the tonography briefly. 
11We are now working on the industries of our country." 
P: "That seems to me as if it should be very interest-
ing. How are they going about that?" 
T: "We staz.t:ed ·wi tb the minerals, C;.)al 3nd i:tori·. We 
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studied their sources and principa.l centers, as well as the 
general livine; condi tiona of the mines and the mining to\'mS. 11 
P: "Fine. How long were you on that unit"? 
T: 11About a week. !:Lst of tne pupils looked up a great . 
deal of material in the ·librery ~-nd one pupil presented e. la.;rge 
<lrawing he made of a .. blast furna.ce, corded fr-Jm a picture in 
the "Pageant of America"." 
P: "Don't you think the classes are enjoying this study? 
It seems tc me they must be." 
T: 11 0h, I g1Jees thP-y do, but the puails ... '!on't seern to be 
getting enough of the hmortant facts. 11 
P: 11 \I'Ve 11, you must remember they are d,_)ing a lot of extra 
reading and they must be gettJ.ng a much m:Jre general understand-
ing o:f' the toDic than under the text plan." 
T: 111'Tell, I suppose I'll get uaecl to this plan, but we 
can 1 t spend a whole week on iron and. C0'31, or any other such 
small unit, if we are going to cover the year's wor',:. I'm 
afraid :thouo;h, they won • t get very much if I speed them up." 
P: 11Yes, they will have to gc more rapidly. Have you 
hied assigning a different tonic or unit to t:1e nuoila .of each 
~···· 
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row, end le·ttiiig them gather the information, organizing their 
material and reporting on it to the other rows?" 
T: "I have often carried on reviews that way. I never 
t tried to do new work by tha.t method, however, because I don't 
think it is thorough enough." 
r:: 
t, (r 
P: 11 I think you will be sur•1rised and pleased with the 
amcJunt the pupils will absorb from listening to their class-
mates.· 
"It would make a.n inter0•sting exDeriment, anyway. 11 
T: 11 Well, sinCe y:)U recommend it, I 1m-willing· to try it. 
Row shoulc1 I begin it?" 
P: "ThiS is how I would start it-: 
11 H·we one or two punils chosen from each D"rmJp, to be 
spokesmen of the groun, fl.fte:r each member ·)f the p;roun has 
studied and contributed to the general f1md of infor,~ati':ln 
p;a.thered. 11 
T: "But sunposing the pupils don't really remember the 
re0orts they hear." 
P: "I'm sure they will, if you imoress upon the listen-
ers tlnt they •ue just o.s responsible for the :facts given as 
the SDeakers. 
"This method will have several advantages over the other 
plan. It will m91.ce the books for each tooic much mDre access-
ible, because of the reduced number who will be after a. r:;iven 
boolc, It will make the committee pool its findings end will 
develop tolerance and cooperati~Jn among the metnbers of the 
group. It will make report nrenaring much more interesting 
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bec<mse the reporters "1111 :feel that the audience does not know 
as much if not more about the to Jic th,,n the speaker knows, 
which is the most com:::wn complex of the speaker under the old 
system. It will necessitate the speal:er being definite and 
thorough. In brie.f, it wi 11 cre'>.te a,n ideal audience si tua• 
t ion. 11 
T: "If you are so enthusiastic about it I shall be glad 
to try it, 1'/ho Jmows, it m~y be the soluUon to the moojor 
!---'--~~~}S-l-e-m-fM'lEl-s-e-me-m-1-:s.-sT-e-ae-s-,-as-w-e-l--::l---.-----Bc-y-st1.-r-e-a-l~l-y-t-h-i-n-k-t-he·-----
.\ . 
audience c·m get enough va.lue>.ble information to m'3.1~e tests 
f~ir?" 
P: "Surely, Each groun will prena.re its sh ·re of ''.11 of 
the tooics and will listen to the. same nroportion a.s the other 
groups, so it can't be l'mything but fai:r., 
"Brief reviews and sum ,e.ries, by the teacher, will also be 
valu0.ble for summing up r:md clinching the main points to be 
remembered.." 
T: "How long do you think I; hat a group should have for 
)>renaring its report?" 
P: "Perlw.ps a week. It will cienen·1 to R large extent up-
on the number in the group, their abili'cy, the t·-,()ic, and t'he 
accessibility of the reading mpterials." 
T: "Would you advise fewer than s. row to .a group?" 
P: 11 Perhans five pu-pils a..re en.·ugh to a tonic. This will 
·~ cover the topics faster, and will make 1 t easier to get the 
reference materials. Try to seethat the ablest pupils are dis-
A t:ributed so that each group gets its share of the strongest as 
'il 
'·' 
·i;a well as the weakest pupils. This 1•rg.y each tooic is more likely 
·_·-~ i'~ .~t lr., 
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to be vrell prernred and 'Jrosen·bed and it is good exnerienoe to 
T: n The snokearaen shoul<T not be standing commi tt·ees, shoUld 
they? 11 
P: "No. Undoubtedly the DresentE.ti-:ms ·nuld be mne ef-
feotive if they were gi1ren by Vte best Sl183kers, only, but each 
•Jupil must be given his sh:,,re of the opnortunities. 
"I snp;~~est that each p;r.oup elect a. chairmBn, who will be 
men for each to0ic. Es.ch pupil must be (;iven an opnorttmity for 
exoressi :)n in so1ne way, even if it is to exDla.in a chs.rt, nass 
and collect Dictures r"·lated to the tooio, or so1:1e 0ther rela-
tively simple task." 
T: "How lonr; should a nresent.cti.·:n tal:e?" 
P: 11 Th t, c.w:a.in, will vary. The interest snan of the 
audience wi 11 be one of the most v·, liri determining factors. An 
interesting t:->oic that iR well presented mfl.y l·,;st a. whole Per-
iod, ,.,hile that S8me tonic in less skillful hands may exha.ust 
. the int<'lrest of the a.udience in G frc>ctirm of that ttme. Y;1u 
will need to be the judp;e of that. Perha.ns Y•"U will need. te1 
soeed up a. spe::l.ker or 't0p him entir<"ly because of poor nre-
paration." 
T: nwh:~.t should I do if I sto!) a sne::3.1-ter befor·e he -ho.s 
finished ? 11 
P: "That will denend.. Perhaps g;ive him time to make more 
preDaration and report later, Haybe it will be beat to have 
someone else do the main speaking or maybe it 11'ill be advisable 
to finish it yourself an(l take up a new toDic." 
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T: "It is all right to let the olass ask the speakers 
questions, isn't it?" 
P: "By all means encourage the olass to ask questions, 
£J.fter the report is finished. The questions should be of the 
serious type, not the critical superficial type." 
T: "What should I do i~ the speakers are not well pre-
ps.red or do not emphasize the important points?" 
P: "I like the idea of having the chairman or the speak-
ere of each group, present their topic in outline form to the 
teacher at least ~he day before it is to be given. This way 
you can keep the situation under control, omitting this and 
adding that, without apparently influencing the discussion. 
netrive to have the pupils devel-op a keen· interest and 
a.bility in evaluating the material read and discussed." 
T: "I feel enthusiastic about this. Will you please 
help me plan the first set of topics?" 
P: "Yes, gladly. Do you want to finish the minerals at 
this time?" 
T: "Yes. I think we should, if possible." 
P: "All right. Let's take the Seven X Class. How many 
are in it? 11 
T: "I think there are forty-three in it." 
P: "Well, it is a strong class. Let us plan eight groups 
in that class. What minerals did you intend to study next?" 
T: "Gold and silver, copper and lead, and petroleum are 
the most important ones not studied.• 
P: '"'l'hey will make three interesting subjects. What were 
you planning on after you finished the minerals?" 
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T: "Forests and the lumber industry." 
P: "Fine. That can make either one or two interesting 
studies. I think I would make two of them, ie. National 
Parke and Forests, and lumbering. What is next in your plans?" 
T: "I hadn't definitely planned that far. You see we 
have already planned a month's work or more, by the old plan.• 
P: "Yes, this plan Will be a big time saver. Now that 
you have started on the natural resources, why not finish them? 
.Let's take electricity, fishing and salt." 
T: "I believe the class will enjoy working these into 
reports and giving them •. May I have a piece of paper to write 
down the proposed topics? Let me see, they are: 
Nat~~al Reso~roes 
1. Gold and Silver 5. Lumbering 
2. Copper and Lead a. Electricity and Water Power 
3. Petroleum 7. Salt 
4. National Parks and Forests B. Fishing 
(Total days, about twelve, for preparation and reporting.) 
"I shall let you know when we begin to have our reports. 
Could you leave your class long enough to slip in and listen 
to a report? Maybe you can give some suggestions.• 
P: "Thank you, I shall try to arrange my work for that 
day, if you oan let me know a day in a.dvance." 
T: "Well, thank you for your time and suggestions. Have 
, you any other idea.s concerning this?" 
' 
" l P: "Yes. You might get some good ideas by talking to 
':'; 
;\ Miss Smith. She has a lot of this type of reporting carried 
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on in her eighth grade science classes. 
"Douglass, has some interesting ideas in his book, "Teach-
ing in High School", pertaining to socialized recitations,page 
241. 
"Branom•s, "The .teaching of Geography" has a. good chapter, 
also on the subject, page 145. 
"Burton discusses the socialized lesson briefly in his 
li Supervision and Improvement of Tea.ohing", page 236. 
"These a.re the only references I ha.ve for you riglit now, 
but you will find that most methods books discuss 1 t • 11 
III 
IMPROVING SPELLING BY TEST-STUDY PLAN 
(Grades Five and Six) 
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This teacher had been having unsatisfactory results in her 
spelling classes. The pupils were not well self:-disciplined 
and the a.mount and quality of learning was unsatisfactory and 
unst imula.t ing. 
1'-------~Fc"i=n=a=l=ly, the teacher came to the prinoiJ1al for as_sirrt_aliCJi,,_----c __ 
·as she seemed to have exha.usted all of her theories and devices 
in the way of techniques for controlling such difficulties. 
T: "I am sorry to have to come to you With such troubles, 
but I don't know what to do with my classes. They are not do-
ing at all well and they seem to be very uninterested in their 
work. I feel I must ask you to help me." 
P: "What seems to be the trouble, Miss Snow? Are yO'Il 
trying to give them too much work to do in class or to do out 
of class, or just what is the cause?" 
T: "I don't know. That is why I have come to you for 
help. The work should not be too hard for them as they are 
words taken from the Correct lists for these grades. I do not 
assign them very much to do out of class, as a usual thi.ng, 
. but most of the pupils don't seem very much concerned as to 
whether they do the lessons or not." 
I! P: 11 This is a rather unusual trouble in spelling class-
li es. How long have you noticed this trouble?" 
ii ,, 
< T: "It has been growing recently, although some of the 
l 
' r 
l 
t 
I l :, 
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pupils have acted this way a longer time .• " 
P: "Tell me just how you are conducting you spelling 
classes, Will you, please?n 
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T: 11 Eaoh Monday we take a list of twenty new words for · 
our lesson for the week. We study the words a few minutes, 
perhaps five, and then we close the books and I dictate the 
words and the class writes them. They exchange papers and the 
pupils correct the list they receive in. the exchange. __.s~o.,.m.,.eo::------~ 
imes I spell the words for them to check and sometimes I ask 
them to open their books because some of the pupils don't cor-
rect so well from listening as they do by comparing the writ-
ten words with the printed list." 
P: "What is dona s.fter the words have been checked?" 
T: "The pupils read me the number of words misspelled. 
Sometimes I have the corrector read the number when the own-
er 1 s name is called and other times the pa.pers are returned 
to the owners first." 
P: "What do the pupils do then?" 
T: "Each pupil corrects hie misspelled words and then we 
discuss the mea,ning of each word and make sentences with it." 
P: "That sounds pretty good. Don't you think it would 
be better to have this phase of the study before writing the 
words, though? Don't you study the words together, for spell-
ing purposes t" 
T: "No, it seems that each one has his particular ideas 
for learning the words eo I gave up class spelling study.• 
P: "Well, do the pupils learn to spell them by themselves?• 
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T: "Of course, some do. Most of t~em, however, do not 
do any better on the second writing than on the first." 
P: "How do you have them correct the misspelled ones in 
the tests?" 
T: "They study them silently or write them on the board 
or on paper, whl.ohever they prefer and get the best results." 
P: "I see, you are following a modified study-test-study 
pla.n of teaching which should not be so bad, but it seems to 
lack the proper motivation for the classes. We, perhaps, had 
better try some other method and try to stimulate their inter-
est and better efforts. 
II Have you ever tried the test-study plan ?11 
T: it but I l1avs not 
do you. think of it? Do you think it would help solve our 
trouble?" 
What 
P: "Yes I like it very much for several reasons and I 
think it will help to solve thi& difficulty, if you will follow 
the plan as outlined. 
"You see, the pupils undoubtedly retain some unlearned 
words long enough after the five minutes of cramming to write 
them correctly in the preview. They then assume that they 
: l know l!tll of the words that are spelled correctly. In reality, 
:~ 
they do not know these words, and because they did not learn 
them before the next lesson, they fail to write them correct-
ly on the next day's retest, when they do not have a time for 
cramming. Thus you have two handicaps, 1e. a too high score 
for the first day and the unleaxned words being mistaken for 
-· 
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"mastered words" result in a proportionately poor lesson the 
next day. 
n Naturally the pupils become discouraged because it seems 
that they can't remember how to spell the words from one de.y 
to the next, so why study anything that slips the mind so 
quickly?" 
T: "I see your argument. I ha .. d never thought of that. 
I just thought they were not willing to take the responsibil-
,'-.------.:tYlio study tneir work. I was anxious to encourage the pu-
pils, and I thought that if they had a. few minutes to glance 
over the new words before taking the test, they would do better. 
I thought this would encourage them so tha.t they would work 
for a perfect lesson for the next day." 
P: "It is true, the pupils become disooura.ged if their 
first score is so low that it indicates they are not sufficient-
ly advanced to be prepa.red for the work. Their spelling scores 
should not be unfavorable, however, for they are average pu-
pils so far as we have been able to find out. I believe that 
they will do good work if you will use the test-study plan and 
help the students learn how to study words and then see tha.t 
they do study them. __!h~y 11-r~ _t ()() yoUil_g, to _be pu~ upon th~~r 
own resources and responsibilities for preparing their lessons. 
"This is the plan, briefly: On the first day dictate the 
words. All misspelled words are to be thoroughly mastered 
i that day, The next two lessons are in the form of check-up 
f 
lessons eo that you a.nd the pupils may know how well they have 
j suooeeded in their efforts, 
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"What have you been doing about the pupils who made per-
fect scores?" 
T: "They always took the lessons and tried to see who 
could ha.ve the most perfect papers each week. X also let them 
be the oa.ptains for ore.l spelling matches, and be monitors •. " 
P: "Those are good stimuli but don•t you think self-
competition is better than competition among the members of 
the class? Why don 1 t you excuse those who have perfect papers 
the first two days, from the third lesson? If you are scoring 
·the number of words missed by each person, give them zero for 
their grade." 
T: "I had not thought of that seriously because I sup-
will stimulate preparation •. 
"Just how would you suggest that I make the ohe.nge in the 
work?" 
P: "I would start next week just as if I were beginning 
a new term. I would do these things: 
1. "Explain to the class that there are to be no books. open 
before any lesson. 
2. "Tell them t.hat all who have perfect lessons the first two 
days of each week will be given a perfect· score for .the 
third lesson and that they will be excused from the 
lesson. 
3. "Explain that all lessons must be written in ink and all 
correcting done in pencil. 
4. "Set up a definite routine for pa.ssing and collecting books 
: ;l 
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as, always to the one ahead, and the one in the front takes 
his to the back pupil who is w1 thout a book. This aids 
greatly in saving time and confusion. 
5, "After pa.pers are checked they should be retur~ed. and each 
pupil should look over his paper, Then the scores should 
be taken. 
6. "P'rom time to time at irregUlar and unannounced intervals, 
pick up the books and look over the lessons to etimula.te 
oa.reful checking on the part of the pupils. 
7, "Tell them that you will correct the monthly reviews. 
T.aese should include the most difficult words and should 
be composed of word lists, sentence making, .definition and 
context tests. 
"In helping the pupils .to lea.rn to spell the new or mis-
spelled words, you should work with them until they have mas-
tered the following essential steps in learning a word, then 
you ma.y ha.ve to work with only the slower and new pupils eo 
that all learn how to learn to spell new words: 
1. The pupil must know th& pronunciation of the word, 
2. He must learn its meaning and how to use it in a sentence. 
I ; 3. He divides the word into syllable a or underlines the syl-
lables. 
4. He gets a mental image of the word by looking at it and 
spelling it, then closing his eyes a.nd repeating the spell-
ing. 
5. He then repeats the word and the spelling softly as he 
writes it. 
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8. Then compare the spelling with the spelling in the boo!:. 
"If the class is studying as a unit, it can very well do 
the spelling a.udibly and write the words as it spells them, 
in the air, with free arm movement. 
Hn this test study plan the pupils are required to study 
only the words tha.t they missed in the lists or context." 
T: "I expect this method and procedure will be a big 
improvement over what we ha.ve been doing, 
"May I copy some of the ideas down, such as the steps 
for learning a word?" 
P: "Yes, but I have some of those copies that were dis-
tributed to teachers of spelling last fall. Do you want one 
of those sheets?" 
T: "0h, thank you. This is fine. I shall use this." 
.';) 
;' 
IV 
VITALIZING THE JUNIOR RED CROSS CLUB 
(Grades Five and Six) 
111 
This teacher had never ta.ught this club before and ha.d 
apparently never given its objectives or the methods of re-
alizing those goals any thought. 
When she was assigned to take over the leadership of a 
group of aixth graders, she found that she had to make some 
definite plans, of just what to do and how to do it best. 
Naturally she came to the principal for ideas and suggest-
ions. Their conference was as follows: 
T: "I feel that I am entirely unprepared to take on this 
club work. I have never bad any experience wit)} it and just 
don't know how or where to begin." 
-!': "It is conducted in much the same way as any other 
club, Miss Brown. Explain to the members of your group that 
they are to organize themselves into a Junior Red Cross Club. 
This is a junior club of the Senior Red Cross, an interna-
tiona.l organization which many of their parents join ea.oh 
year. 
11 As soon as you have explained that they are to become a 
member or branch of a gigantic organiza.tion, of which every 
boy and girl in the fifth and sixth grades belong, suggest 
that they elect officers for their club for the f~lll term. 
Act as temporary Chairman and insist tha.t they try to use 
good judgment in their nominations and election." 
T: "Yes, I am sure I ca.n get that organization part 
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done, but what to do in the wa.y of a constructive program is 
the thing that is bothering me,n 
P: 0 I 1m afraid you are taking too much for granted. 
These little people don 1t know much, if anything, about the 
Organization, its history, development, war time activities, 
and pea.ce time activities, It should be both interesting and 
beneficial for them to learn of these things. You may have to 
read or tell them about them. Have reports if possible from 
the pupils. These projects will do much to develop a.ppreoia-
tion and respect for the Organization and to develop a mutual 
and sympathetic appreciation for the peoples of the other 
parts of the world." 
T: ~I am afraid they will tire of just reading and talk-
ing, won't they?" 
P: "You must not forget that these pupils meet just 
once a week so I think they would not tire of just reading 
and talking if these activities were kept lively. There is 
also much to be done in the wa.y of activities. Each one 
should bring a penny or two, to be pooled for a subscription 
to the Junior Red Cross Magazine, a monthly of great interest 
to members. This should be read in Club time and then put on 
the reading table. 
"Th1i!se depression yea.rs help to vitalize the work by mak-
ing help necess~y right at home. The nearness of the needy 
always makes the aid more real. You might start a drive for 
toys, which your olub could repair and turn over to the Wel-
fare Store at Christmas time, for distribution to the needy, 
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"Another drive that your club might conduct is a drive 
!or clothing, either for children or for all ages. Such cloth-
ing as shoes, sweaters and coats are always in demand by the 
poor families and a.re always being outgrown or oe.st aside 'by 
the more fortunate families, so a drive for these articles will· 
be fruitful, I'm sure. 
"The goods received from any drive should be turned over 
to the local Welfare Store. The Officers there will see to it 
that the deserving families are oared for better than we~ oa.n. 
We also escape placing .ourselves in line for criticism, by mak-
.. , ing such disposition of .the goods. When a group tries to dis-
pose ofthe articles directly to the needy, some people always 
find o·ritioiem in the method used or that partiality was shown. 
whioh we do not get this other way. 
"You might have a canned fruit and jelly drive for '!'hanks-
giving baskets. Have the pupils gather the fruit here in your 
room in boxes. When you are through with the campaign we will 
see to it that the !ood gets to the Store and that the Club 
receives full credit for its work. Run an article in the 
school newspaper about the drive, you might even negotiate 
with the town ps"per for a small a.rt icle in the way of an ad-
vertisement of the drive." 
T: "Why, of course. I should have thought .o! these 
'l things, myself ,n 
P: "Oh, there are lots of things to be done. For Club 
1 period work, not taken up with other things you might have the 
<. 
·1 j members make paper nut dishes or place cards for·some 
,·~ 
' '! 
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orphanage or veterans' hospital, for Christmas, Easter, or e.ny 
other special occa.sion." 
T: "That is a good idea, too. Perhaps they could do · 
some of that in their art time, if we were crowded for time.• 
P: "Mrs. Miller is appointed Chairman of the Junior Red 
Oross Teachers for this year and she will have something very 
definite for all of you to work on together in the way of ·a 
community project. We feel that our efforts are much better 
rewarded by working on a common project than for three or four 
little projects to be going on at the same time, often con-
I flicting and overlapping each other. 
!'' .. ' i' ' 
"I suggest that you see her before you plan any project 
definitely. She will:probably call a meeting of the Red Cross 
Teachers this week because she went to see the Secreta'l'y of 
the Welfare yesterday. 
"You will find that Mrs. Miller will have lots of enthus-
iasm and id.eas about this work !'tnd she is glad to ·work with 
you if you will let her know your problem. Ot course, I am 
anxious to help you, too, and do not hesitate to come to me 
with your questions and difficulties.• 
• 
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CHAPTER VII 
AN EVALUATinN OF SUPERVISION BY THE OONFERENOE METHOD 
Without experiment at ion l1 ttle or no progress has ever 
been made in any field of science. 
Supervision of instruction has similarly been developed 
and imcroved only through experimentation. As the experi-
ments are conducted, the leader must be mindful of these 
factors: 
He must never lose the "feel" of the experiment as a 
whole. He must always keep it so well under control that he 
can at all times feel its pulse. The experiment must be 
in a small- way 
fe.irly certain. 
He must be very ori tical in evaluation the efficiency of 
the program, as to definite results, based on immediate or a 
"long term basis 11 .1 He must also be very critica.l concerning 
the value of techniques employed in the light of the above 
benefits. 
So much has been tried in the field of Supervision, that 
has little or no measurable merit, that it is of prime import-
ance to have some measuring stick for evaluating e.nd proving 
the values of any technique or program of Supervision before 
it can be hoped to have that program receive any serious 
1 Ellwood P. Oubberley, The Principal and His School, 440. 
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oonsidera111on from others interested in Supervision and Educa-
tion. 
Four of the most common methods of measuring the benefits 
of a program in Supervision are:l 
Evaluation of Supervision in Terms of: 
I. Measured Changes in the Achievement of Pupils 
II. Measured Chan~es in Teaching Procedures 
III. Observed Changes in the Teaching or Learning Situation 
and in the Community. 
IV. Judgments of Individuals. 
1---~-----J.T ._Measu:r~d-Ohange;-1n-the~4ob.J.e~ement-o:LRupil!i!. 
The most commonly used technique by which experimenters 
have attempted to evaluate the effectiveness of Supervision 
has been the measurement of pupil growth by standard achieve-
ment tests. 
II. Measured Oha.ng~s in Teaching Procedures. 
It is difficult to give an adequate picture of the 
teaching in a school. An activity rather than a statio situa-
·~A- -·-~ ~- A----4~-A m---ht-- 4- - ------- ~~-~ 4- A--i#.i.VU WW.Ot; UV U.~iH.i.l..i.t .• n::::H • .t.• .4\:iid.\,i.U..i..U.f:, .l.il:t Ct !J.l.-\.,n,;et:H::t Ui..i.Q.U J.O WV.U.-
stantly changing, difficult to control, and subject to the 
influence of many variables. The most important of these are 
the native equipment of the child, his environment, and the 
teacher, whose task it is to create as effective a total 
learning situation for each child in the class as possible. 
The evaluation of.the work in any classroom under present 
conditions is largely determined by the personal prejudices 
of the observer. There is little agreement among educators 
as to what constitutes the most effective methods of instruct:-
ion. 
The following procedures for making objective studies of 
teaching praotioes,whioh .have in certain oases been used as the 
basis for evaluating Supervision, are collected s.nd eva.l-
uated:2 
The techniques described in that yearbook make it 
1 Department of Superintendence, Eighth Yearbook, 0 Evidences 
of the Value of Supervision". 
2 Columb1a University, J;lurea:tl ¢f Publications, Teachers College, 
Second.Yearbook of the National Conference of Su~ervisors 
and tl'treotors of Instruction. 118oientitic Metho in 
Supervision. n 
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possible: (l) To enumerate various items concerning teaching in the 
classroom in quantitative terms, (2) to describe in a meaning-
ful, objective way the quality of teaching either in one room 
or in a large number of rooms, (3) to make comparisons between 
oondi t ions in a number of ple.ces, ( 4) to measure. the effect-
iveness of the supervisory program in terms of the oha~es 
that are produced in the educational situation; and (5) to set 
up a program for evaluating teaching procedures and other con-
ditions revealed by a survey of instruction. · ... 
III. Observed Changes in the Teaching or Learning Situation 
and in the Community. 
There are no objective means by which many of the import-
a.nt outcomes of SUpervision can be dete:rmined. Many of these 
"Plainly observable" outcomes can be listed in descriptive ~----~terms as a basie:Yor guidance in evalua~ing SuperVlsi~o=n~.~----------
Rough estimates of gain or loss can be made. 
A typical evaluation of this type is made by President 
Frasier of the Colorado State Teachers College:l 
1. Courses have been better defined. The President requested 
outlines of all existin~ courses. A comparison of these out-
lines showed much overlapping and gaps. ·· These errors are be-
ing remedied, 
a. Examinations have been vastly improved, In some departments 
the examinations given were adequate. In most depart~ents 
they were not. The final examinations given at the end of the 
la.st quarter were excellent examples of modern methods of 
checking the results of teaching. This has been a most worth-
while undertaking. · 
3. Some good teachers Who were on the verge of failure have 
been saved to the institution. In a few cases, all that was 
neoessa.ry was a series of visitations to the olasses, followed 
by conferences over material and method. 
4. Some poor teachers have been dropped from our payroll. In 
every case, this has been done when the director of instruot-
ion.and the President have been sure that it was impossible 
I 
I 
to do anything for the teacher. 
5. New teachers through group meetings e.nd individual confer-
ences start off with less wasted effort than before. 
1 G. W. Frasier and w. D. Armentrout, "Experimentsin.Teachers 
College Administration", Educational Administration and 
Supervision, March 1929, XIV, 165-16§. (8th Yee.rbook, 119) I 
I 
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a. students through their cooperation have a new and healthy 
interest in curriculum, courses of study, and teaching 
methods. 
IV. Judgments ~f Individuals. 
A large body of information is ave.ilable concerning the judgments of individuals as to the.value of Supervision and 
of various supervisory practices. These data have been com-
piled from questionnaires and other forms of inquiry blanks 
which have been submitted to teachers, administrators, super-
visors, and educational experts. Rating charts have been pre-
pared by means of which superintendants may attempt to eval-
uate the supervisory work in a city school system. 
In an effort to evalunte the Conference Plan of Super-
vision in this school the following questionne.ire was sub-
mitted to the teachers of the school for their evaluation of 
the various phases: 
llll 
CONFERENCE EVALUATION SURVEY 
A definite effort has been made this year to increase. the 
V!llue of our Teachers' meetings. We have tried to call meet-
ings only when there was an urgent need, to keep the meetings 
as brief as possible and to make them worthwhile in other re--
spects. 
The main reasons for calling meetings are to make our 
efforts as uniform as necessary and to make it as easy for the 
teachers to do their job of teaching and counseling as poss-
ible and at the same time do that work more effectively. 
We are now anxious to know your reactions· to these meet-
ings. There is absolutely no desire to know the identity of 
any individual so your signatures are not asked :tor. If you 
wish to discuss any of this, however, your criticisms will be 
welcome and you will be treated in that sa.me professionlil man-
ner that we endeavor to always maintain. 
Please be frank and honest in your eva.luations or this 
survey will be practica,lly worthless. Please do not feel that 
high ratings or other indications of compliments are desired. 
Your full and impartial cooperation will be appreciated, 
Please try to evaluate each type of conference on its 
general or averaged effect or influence, not froma single 
effect or impression •• 
You are requested to check the rating below that most 
accurately evaluates each type of conference: 
.......... -· ..... -.............. . 
I. General Teachers' Meetings, which all teachers a.ttend to 
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discuss matters. of interest to the group as a whole, as: 
"Standa.rdized Grades", "Discipline", or "Education by Cam-
paigns• e.g. Personality Traits. 
Check one: 
Very helpful, helpful, of doubtful help, of no help, a waste 
of time. 
II. Group Conferences, which teachers of certain grades or 
subj sets ha.ve for discussing problems of their own, as: 11 5th. 
an 6th. grade teachers meeting a.fter each quarter to discuss 
pupil adjustments", or "Guidance teachers" meeting for a con-
ference in their work, meetings for 11 integre.ting the work of 
a. subject from gra.de to grade or a.ll of the subjects in a 
given grad~e", "Jr ~ Red. O:ross Tea.uhers~ meeting to discuss 
their yea.r•s work, eto. 
Oheok one: 
Very helpful, helpful, of doubtful help, nf no help, a waste 
of time. 
III. Individual Conferences: 
Scheduled; early morning conferences: 
Check one: 
Very helpful, helpful, of doubtful help, of no help, a waste 
of time. 
Incidental and miscellaneous conferences, with either the 
District Superintendent or the Principal. 
Check one: 
Very helpful, helpful, of doubtful help, of no help, a waste 
of time. 
i 
! ' 
I I . 
' 
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Your suggestions for improvement or criticisms of the 
present plan aJ:"e welcome. a.nd solicited. Pleas.e mention them 
bEllow. 
I. ienera1 Conferences: 
II. Group Conferences: 
III. Individual Conferences: 
'l'he following table shows the evaluation of the program 
of Supervision by the Conference method in this school, as 
rated by the teachers. This .evaluation is ba.sed upon the su-
pervisory program of the present school year, Every member 
of the faculty returned the questionnaire, so that the figures 
show an accurate picture of the tea.ohers' reaction to the pro-
gram. 
Evaluation of Conference Method of Supervision 
Type of Very Helpful Of doubt- Of no A waste 
meeting helpful ful help help of time 
Ne. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
General 9 68 5 32 
Group* 10 83 2 17 
Individ-
U.al** 11 39 14 50 3 11 
• Two teachers did not rate the Group Type of Conference. 
** Types "A" and "B" of the Individual Conference were com-
bined for tabulation purposes, hence there are twenty-eight 
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votes ca.st for the Individaul Conferences instead of fourteen 
for ea.ch type. 
The indtoations are very favorable to this type of super-
vision. The fact that the teachers have reacted so favorably 
to it is very much in its favor, for without the cooperation 
of the faculty, little in the wa.y of improving the efficiency 
of instruction could be expected. 
As the e.bove table shows, nine teachers or sixty-eight 
percent of all of the teachers voted the General type of meet-
ing very helpf'ui while five teachers or thirty-two percent of' 
all of the teachers valued it a.s helpful. 
Ten teachers or eighty-three percent of all who voted on 
the Group type valued it as very helpful, while two teachers 
or seventeen percent rated it as helpful. These Group meet-
ings are made up of teachers of particular grades or subjects 
who meet to discuss their particular problems and aim to 
arrive a.t definite conclusions of solutions before leaving 
the meetings. 
According to the Eighth Yearbook:l Group meetings or 
meetings of special professional groupe are considered the 
most valuable type of teachers' meetings, and are rated as 
the second most valuable supervisory means of teacher im-
provement. The other types. of teachers' meetings, named in 
order of value and extent of use, are: principals' meetings, 
committee meetings, end general meetings of all of' the teach-
ers of the entire school or system. 
By combining the votes for parts "A0 a.nd "B" of the 
1 Department of' Superintendence, Eifhth Yearbook, 11 Types of' 
Supervisory Organization", Chap er IV, 85. 
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Individual con;f'erences, eleven or thirty-nine .percent of the 
votes valued these conferences as very helpful, fourteen or 
fifty percent valued them as helpful, and three or five percent 
rated them as of doubtful help. 
Of the fifty-four votes oe.st in all, thirty or fifty-six 
percent voted the Conferences in genera1, very helpful; twen-
ty-one or thirty-nine percent rated them as helpful; e.nd three 
or five percent estimated them e.s of doubtful help. 
' i' 
CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY 
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Supervie:l.on has been developed in this country. since the. 
middle of the nineteenth century, according to "The Elementary 
School, Its Organization and Supervision", by W. C. Reavis, 
Paul R. Pierce and E. H. Stullken. 
It has developed in two aspects, ie. through interpreta-
The meaning of supervision has developed from .its early 
interpretation and application, in which the laY board made 
its investigations and recommenda.tions concerning the fitness 
of pupils to graduate, the condition of .the school system and 
the qualifica.tions of the teachers, to the interpretation and 
application now found in our most progressive school systems, 
where we find supervision to be the definite act of scientific-
ally improving instruction by assisting the teacher en the job 
in all of the ways possible. 
Because of this interpreta.tion, some of the wealthier and 
larger school systems have set up part or all of the follow-
ing supervisory staff to further the educationa.l efficiency of 
the schools: 
1. The Superintendent is created to supervise and admin-
ister all of the schools of the city, and to formulate pol .. 
icies and standardize the educational objectives. 
2. The Assistant Superintendent is to a.ssist the Super ... 
intendent to interpret the policies and to assist him in other 
ways. 
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3. The Principal is recognized a.s the logical supervisor 
ot his school. The Building Principal was created as Head 
Teacher in the middle of the nineteenth century. In some cases 
he has advanced through several stages until he has become. a 
Supervising Principal. 
The Supervising Principal has grown up with the compara-
tively recent practive ot consolida.ting schools into one 
school or district. He is oompa.ra.ble to a Superintendent in 
powers and dut1es. 
4. Supervisors were created to supervise the work of the 
schools. 
a) Specia.l SUpervisors work with only the special l'lub-
j ecte that have been added to the curricula, sinoe the tre,dt-
tional "three R's". 
b) Genera.l Supervisors supervise the genera.l subjects. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
We have attempted to practice the best pha.ses of super-
vision that are possible on an economy program a,nd in a system 
of this size. 
The leading principles of supervision are followed to the 
best of our ability and typical conferences of .the three main 
divisions are given in detail in the body of this thesis. .The 
aim of this is to show how supervision can be ca.rried on satis-
factorily under the handica.ps of an enforced economy program. 
To make this Conference Supervisory program be as effi-
cient as possible, three types of conferences are organized, 
ie. General or Building, Group or Subject Teachers', and 
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Individual Teacher's Conference. 
I. The General Conferences are for all teachers in the 
school and are called only when matters arise that interest a.nd 
concern all teachers. 
Definite principles for conducting successful meetings of 
this type are followed. 
Objectionable types of meetings are definitely kept off 
of the schedule, as complaining meetings, fault-finding, per-
sonal complaints, etc. types of topics. 
The General Conferences are of two types; administrative 
and supervisory. "A0 and "B" are administra.tive in nature and 
"0" and "D" are supervisory. 
Four examples of the general oonferenoes are: 
A. The Organization Conference. (aa.lled the Saturday before 
the opening of the Fall Term.) 
E. Measuring and Ra.ting the Progress of Pupils. 
a. QUestioning as a Form of Teaching Technique, 
D. Education by Campaigns. 
Some other administrative topics for all teachers are: 
extra-curricular activities, principles and methods of pu-
Pil adjustments and standardization, class and school routine 
as ten-minute homeroom activities, physical conditions of the 
room and pupils' schedules. 
Some valuable supervisory topics studied are: methods, 
types of recitation, t,rpes of teaching, objectives of educa-
tion, objectives of the various subjects, inferior and su-
perior tea.chers and how teachers can help themselves to 
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improve. 
II. The Group Teachers' Meetings are for 9nly teachers of 
a. particular subject, grade or with a common problem. This 
type of meeting ranks first, a.ccording to the Eighth Yearbook 
of the Department of Superintendence, among all of the types 
of Conferences, as an aid to the improvement of instruction. 
Undoubtedly the reasons for this direct benefit to the teach-
ers are: the teachers come with a. definite problem and work 
~----~ro.:-~def1n1te solut1on, a fine teaching-learning situation 
is developed, hence the benefit, a second reason is that us-
ually only one ma.jor topic is studied e.t a meeting. 
Many of the topics listed as suitable for General die-
cussions ca.n well be more thoroughly de \'Elloped 
meeting, as well as many other topics. 
Four Group Conferences that are reproduced in the earli-
er chapters are: 
A. Improving Nature Study by a Revised Course of Study. 
B. Making Pupil Adjustments. 
C. Educational Guidance Program. (Introductory a.nd general) 
D. Educational Guidance Program. (Specific course of Study). 
The Individual Conference is a meeting of a teacher and 
the supervisor to study a problem that is an individua.l ma.tter 
because of its individual nature and type of problem. 
The Individual Conference is of much value to the teach-
er, the supervisor and the pupils. Most teachers have im-
proved e.s a. direct result of these conferences. 
The list of these conferences are inexhaustible, they are 
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as numerous as the problems of teaching, learning', personal-
ity clashes and individual differences. 
Four Individual Conferences that are reproduced in the 
body of this thesis are: 
A. Seventh Grade Remedia.l Mathemat ioa. 
B. Socializing Social Science. 
c. Improving Spelling by the Test-Study Method. 
D. Vitalizing the Junior Red Cross Program. 
Supervision is measurable in terms of: 
I. Measured changes in the Achievement of Pupils. 
II, Measured changes in Teaching Procedures 
III. Observed changes in the Teaching or Learning Situa-
tion and in the Community. 
IV. Judgments of Individuals. 
Nothing has been done to evaluate the supervisory :pro-
gram by the first or second methods. 
The Community reaction to the program is very encourag-
ing. 
The judgments of the teachers show that the program is 
successful for: of the fifty-four votes cast on all types of 
the program, fifty-six percent rated the Conferences as "very 
helpfulV thirty-nine percent voted them "helpful", and only 
five percent oft he votes indicated that the Conference Plan 
of Supervision was of11 doubtful help". No votes were cast on 
the lower two ratings, ie. 11 of no help" and "a waste oftime11 • 
Other benefits to the school that are less objective 
but none the less real and valuable are: 
Because the principal cannot go a.round to me.ke many 
classroom v:lsi tat ions, the teachers feel the need of more 
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ori tical self-analysis and self-evalua.t ion, and is thereby 
kept more keenly aware of her responsibilities as the execu-
tive of the classroom. In schools where supervision is con-
ducted by the visitation system, teachers acquire the attitude 
that things a.re perfect if they are not a.dversely criticized 
by the supervisor, hence lese is done volunta.rily by the 
~------'teacne~ln the way of self~mprovement. 
A second benefit to the teacher and to the school, under 
the conference plan, lies in the fact that the teachers be .. 
oome more confidential with the principal. They voluntarily 
come with their problems and willingly put their difficulties 
before the principal for his assistance. 
Another advantage of this pla.n is readily seen in the 
fine epiri t it can foster among the teachers. in the way of 
coopera.tion for the common cause (the best opportunities for 
the pupils.) 
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